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A CRAWFORD BIBLIOGRAPHY
by John Pilkingtonf Jr.

The following bibliography of the literary work of Francis
Marion Crawford (1854-1909) represents an endeavor to identify
all of his published writings. For detailed bibliographical descrip
tion of Crawford’s novels, the reader should consult the Biblio
graphy of American Literature, compiled by Jacob Blanck (New
Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1957), II, 341-363. The
selected list of secondary sources which follows the bibliography of
published works should not be considered an exhaustive bibliog
raphy of secondary material about Crawford; rather, it is a listing
of the most important sources for information about his life and
literary career.

PUBLISHED WORKS

Novels
Mr. Isaacs: A Tale of Modern India. New York and London: The
Macmillan Company, 1882.
Doctor Claudius: A True Story. New York and London: The Mac
millan Company, 1883.
To Leeward. London: Chapman and Hall, 1883, 2 vols. Issued
in Boston and New
Houghton, Mifflin and Company,
1884.

A Roman Singer. Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin and
Company, 1884. Issued simultaneously in London, 2 vols.
Appeared as a serial in The Atlantic Monthly, LJI-LIII
(July, 1883-June, 1884).
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An American Politician: A Novel. Boston and New York: Hough
ton, Mifflin and Company, 1885. Issued simultaneously in
London: Chapman and Hall, 2 vols.

Zoroaster. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1885. Issued sim
ultaneously in London, 2 vols.

A Tale of a Lonely Parish. New York: The Macmillan Company,
1886. Issued simultaneously in London, 2 vols.

Saracinesca. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1887. Issued
simultaneously in Edinburgh: Blackwood, 3 vols. Appeared
as a serial in Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, CXXXIX-CXLI (May, 1886-April, 1887).
Marzio's Crucifix. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1887. Is
sued simultaneously in London, 2 vols. Appeared as a
serial in The English Illustrated Magazine, IV (JulySeptember, 1887).

Paul Patoff. Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin and Com
pany, 1887. Issued simultaneously in London, 3 vols. Ap
peared as a serial in The Atlantic Monthly, LIX-LX (Jan
uary-December, 1887).
With the Immortals. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1888.
Issued simultaneously in London, 2 vols. Appeared as a
serial in Macmillan's Magazine, LVI (May-October, 1887).

Greifenstein. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1889. Issued
simultaneously in London, vols.
Sant' Ilario. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1889. Issued
simultaneously in London, 3 vols. Appeared as a serial
in The English Illustrated Magazine, VI (October, 1888September, 1889).

A Cigarette-Maker's Romance. New York: The Macmillan Com
pany, 1890. Issued simultaneously in London, 2 vols.
Khaled: A Tale of Arabia. New York: The Macmillan Company,
1891. Issued simultaneously in London, 2 vols.
The Witch of Prague: A Fantastic Tale. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1891. Issued simultaneously in London, 3 vols.
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Appeared as a serial in The English Illustrated Magazine,
VIII (October, 1890-September, 1891).
The Three Fates. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1892. Is
sued simultaneously in London, 3 vols. Appeared as a
serial in Longmans Magazine, XVIII-XIX (May, 1891April, 1892).
Don Orsino. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1892. Issued
simultaneously in London, 3 vols. Appeared as a serial in
The Atlantic Monthly, LXIX-LXX (January-December,
1892) and in Macmillan’s Magazine, LXV-LXVII (Jan
uary-December, 1892).
The Children of the King: A Tale of Southern Italy. New York and
London: The Macmillan Company, 1893.

Pietro Ghisleri. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1893. Issued
simultaneously in London, 3 vols. Appeared as a serial
in New-York Daily Tribune, LII-LIII (March 26-July
2,1893).

Marion Darche: A Story without Comment. New York: The Mac
millan Company, 1893. Issued simultaneously in London,
2 vols.
Love in Idleness: A Tale of Bar Harbour. New York and London:
The Macmillan Company, 1894. Appeared as a serial in
The Century Magazine, XLVIII, n.s. 26 (July-September,
1894).
Katharine Lauderdale. New York and London: The Macmillan
Company, 1894,2 vols.

The Ralstons. New York and London: The Macmillan Company,
1895,2 vols.

Casa Braccio. New York and London: The Macmillan Company,
1894 [1895], 2 vols. Appeared as a serial in The Century
Magazine, XLIX-L, n.s. 27-28 (November, 1894-October,
1895).
Adam Johnstone’s Son. New York and London: The Macmillan
Company, 1896.
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Taquisara. New York and London: The Macmillan Company, 1896,
2 vols.

Corleone: A Tale of Sicily. New York and London: The Macmillan
Company, 1896 [1897], 2 vols. Appeared as a serial in
Munseys Magazine, XVI-XVIII (February, 1897-February, 1898).
A Rose of Yesterday. New York and London: The Macmillan
Company, 1897. Appeared as a serial in The Century
Magazine, LIII, n.s. 31 (November, 1896-February, 1897).
Via Crucis. New York and London: The Macmillan Company,
1899. Appeared as a serial in The Century Magazine,
LVII-LVIII, n.s. 35-36 (November, 1898-October, 1899).
In the Palace of the King: A Love Story of Old Madrid. New
York and London: The Macmillan Company, 1900. Ap
peared as a serial in Munsey’s Magazine, XXIII-XXIV
(April, 1900-January, 1901).

Marietta: A Maid of Venice, New York and London: The Mac
millan Company, 1901.

Cecilia: A Story of Modern Rome. New York and London: The
Macmillan Company, 1902.
The Heart of Rome: A Tale of the “Lost Water.” New York and
London: The Macmillan Company, 1903.

Whosoever Shall Offend. New York and London: The Macmillan
Company, 1904.

Fair Margaret: A Portrait. New York: The Macmillan Company,
1905. Issued in London (1905) as Soprano: A Portrait.
A Lady of Rome. New York and London: The Macmillan Com
pany, 1906.
Arethusa. New York and London: The Macmillan Company, 1907.
Appeared as a serial in The American Magazine, LXIIILXIV (January-September, 1907).

The Little City of Hope: A Christmas Story. New York and Lon
don: The Macmillan Company, 1907.
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The Primadonna: A Sequel to “Fair Margaret.” New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1908. Issued in London (1908) as
The Primadonna: A Sequel to ‘Soprano’
The Diva’s Ruby: A Sequel to “Primadonna” and “Fair Margaret”
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1908. Issued in
London (1908) as The Diva’s Ruby: A Sequel to ‘Soprano’
and ‘Primadonna’

The White Sister. New York and London: The Macmillan Com
pany, 1909.

Stradella: An Old Italian Love Tale. New York and London: The
Macmillan Company, 1909. Appeared as a serial in The
Delineator, LXXII-LXXIV (September, 1908-September,
1909).

The Undesirable Governess. New York and London: The Mac
millan Company, 1910. Appeared as a serial under the
title of "The New Governess” in The Pall Mall Magazine,
XLIV (July-October, 1909).
Short Stories
“A Recognition,” Harper’s Weekly, XXVII (June 2, 1883), 346-347.

"The Upper Berth,” in The Broken Shaft: Tales in Mid-Ocean, ed.
Henry Norman. New
D. Appleton and Company,
1886, pp. [17J-51.
"By the Waters of Paradise,” in The Witching Time Tales for the
Year’s End, ed. Henry Norman. New York: D. Appleton
and Company, 1887, pp. [7]-43.

"Man Overboard!” The Strand Magazine,
676.

(June, 1902), 664-

"For the Blood Is the Life,” Collier’s, XXXVI (December 16,
1905), 17-20.

"The Screaming Skull,” Collier’s, XLI (July 11, 1906), [14J-16; and
XLI (July 18, 1906), [12J-14.
"The King’s Messenger,” Cosmopolitan Magazine, XLIV (Novem
ber, 1907), 89-93.
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“A Handful of Carnations” The Ladies Home Journal, XXIV
(November, 1907), 11,85.
Wandering Ghosts. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1911.
Issued simultaneously in London as Uncanny Tales. This
collection contains the following short stories: “The
Dead Smile,” “The Screaming Skull,” “Man Overboard!,”
“For the Blood Is the Life,” “The Upper Berth,” “By the
Waters of Paradise,” and “The Doll’s Ghost.”

Plays

Francesca da Rimini: A Play in Four Acts. New York: The Mac
millan Company, 1902.
Francesca da Rimini. Traduit par Marcel Schwob. Paris: Librairie
Charpentier et Fasquelle, 1902.

The White Sister: A Romantic Drama in Three Acts. With Walter
Hackett. [New York] Dramatists Play Service, Inc., 1937.
Non-Fiction

Our Silver: A Letter Addressed to George S. Coe, Esq. New York:
Douglas Taylor, 1881.

A National Hymn [pamphlet, publication data not given, dated
Sorrento, August 1,1887].
The Novel: What It Is. New York and London: The Macmillan
Company, 1893.

Constantinople. New York and London: Charles Scribner’s Sons,
1895.
Bar Harbor. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1896.

Ave Roma Immortalis: Studies from the Chronicle of Rome. New
York and London: The Macmillan Company, 1898, 2 vols.
The Rulers of the South: Sicily, Calabria, Malta. New York and
London: the Macmillan Company, 1900, 2 vols.

Salve Venetia: Gleanings from Venetian History. New York and
London: The Macmillan Company, 1905,2 vols.
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Articles in Newspapers and Periodicals
“False Taste in Art,
1882), 89-98.

North American Review, CXXXV (July,

"The Press in India,” New York Daily Tribune, March 11, 1883,
p. 3.
“British Rule in India,” New York Daily Tribune, April 15, 1883,
p.3.

"The Mohammedans in India,” Harper’s New Monthly Magazine,
LXXI (July, 1885), 165-180.
“Roman Life and Character,” The Fortnightly Review, LXIV, n.s.
38 (July, 1885), 56-66.
“Philippine Weiser,” The English Illustrated Magazine, VII (Aug
ust, 1890), 841-848.

“An American Abroad,” New York Daily Tribune, July 4, 1892,
P. 5.
“A Contrast,” New York Daily Tribune, December 4, 1892, p. 16.
“What Is a Novel?” The Forum, XIV (January, 1893), 591-599.

"Emotional Tension and the Modem Novel,” The Forum, XIV
(January-February, 1893), 735-742.
“Joseph Bonaparte in Bordentown,” The Century Magazine, XLVI,
n.s. 24 (May, 1893), 81-89.
“Rome the Capital of a New Republic,
(October, 1893), 726-731.

The Cosmopolitan, XV

“The Gods of India, The Century Magazine, XLVII, n.s. 25 (April,
1894), 925-931.
“Two Opinions of Mrs. Humphry Ward’s ‘Marcella’
Book Reviews, I (April, 1894), 273-276.

[Part I],

“A Modem View of Mysticism,” Book Reviews, II (June, 1894),
49-57.
“A Modern View of Mysticism. II,” Book Reviews, II (July, 1894),
109-115.
“Coasting by Sorrento and Amalfi,” The Century Magazine, XLVIII, n.s. 26 (July, 1894), 325-336.
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“A Modem View of Mysticism. III, Book Reviews, II (August,
1894), 149-153.

“Washington as a Spectacle,” The Century Magazine, XLVIII, n.s.
26 (July, 1894), 482-495.
“Bar Harbor,” Scribners Magazine, XVI (September, 1894), 268284.
“A Kaleidoscope of Rome,” The Century Magazine, LI, n.s. 29
(January, 1896), 322-840.
"Tope Leo XIII. and His Household,” The Century Magazine, LI,
n.s. 29 (February, 1896), 590-603.
“St. Peter’s” The Century Magazine, LII, n.s. 30 (July, 1896),
323-339.
“The Vatican,” The Century Magazine, LII, n.s. 30 (August, 1896),
577-588.

“The Early Italian Artists,” Book Reviews, V (February, 1898),
255-260.
“The Romance of Rome, Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly, XLVII
(April, 1899), 580-592.
“Leo the Thirteenth,” The Outlook, LXI (April 1, 1899), 772-780.
“Vatican and Quirinal,” The Independent, LIII (February 14,
1901), 861-362.

“Modem Italy,” The New York Times, Saturday Review of Books,
February 13,1904, p. 86.
“The Italians,” The New York Times, April 17, 1904, p. 6.
“Living Abroad,” The Independent, LVII (November 24, 1904),
1196-1198.
“Beatrice Cenci: The True Story of a Misunderstood Tragedy:
With New Documents,” The Century Magazine, LXXV
(January, 1908), 449-466.

“The Greatest Disaster of History: First Paper,” The Outlook, XCL
(March 27,1909), 673-690.
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Unsigned Works

“On Carpet-Baggers,” Horae Scholasticae, III (December, 1868),
48.
“Sophocles in Cambridge,” The World (New York), May 18, 1881,
p.4.

“Oedipus Tyrannus,” The World (New York), May 19, 1881, pp.
4-5.
“About Buddhism” [a review of Arthur Lillie’s Buddha and Early
Buddhism], The New York Times, November 28, 1881,
p.3.

“Buddha and Early Buddhism” [a review of Arthur Lillie’s Buddha
and Early Buddhism], The Critic, I (December 17,
1881), 349-350.
“The Free Thinkers” [a review of John Owen’s Evenings with the
Skeptics], The New York Times, December 26, 1881, p. 3.

“Freeman’s ‘Subject and Neighbor Lands of Venice’ ” [a review of
Edward A. Freeman’s Sketches from the Subject and
Neighbor Lands of Venice], The Critic, I (December 31,
1881), 365-366.
“Dr. Diman’s ‘Orations and Essays’ ” [a review of J. Lewis Di
man’s Orations and Essays, with Selected Parish Ser
mons], The Critic, I (December 31, 1881), 366.
“The Religions and the Resources of India” [a review of
Barth’s
The Religions of India and Major G.
Jacob’s A Manual
of Hindu Pantheism], The Critic, II (January 14, 1882),
1-2.
“Minor Notices” [a review of Thomas W. Knox’s The Boy Travel
lers in the Far-East. Part Hi. Adventures of Two Youths
in a Journey to Celon and India], The Critic, II (January
14,1882), 6.
“The Italian Renaissance” [a review of John Addington Symonds’
Renaissance in Italy], The Critic, II (January 28, 1882),
21-22.
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“Growth of Religion” [a review of T. W. Rhys Davids’ Lectures on
the Origin and Growth of Religion]', The New York
Times, February 20, 1882, p. 3.

“Indian Buddhism” [a review of T. W. Rhys Davids’ Lectures on
the Origin and Growth of Religion], The Critic, II
(March 11,1882), 69-70.
“The Mind of Mencius” [a review of E. Faber’s The Mind of
Mencius], The Critic, II (June 17, 1882), 162.
Miscellaneous

“Hymn to Ushas,” The Critic, 11 (February 25, 1882), and The
World (New York, February 26, 1882, p. 9.

“A National Hymn for the United States of America,” The English
Illustrated Magazine, V (October, 1887), 47.
The Art of Authorship: Literary Reminiscences, Methods of
Work, and Advice to Young Beginners Personally Con
tributed by Leading Authors of the Day, ed. George Bain
ton (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1890).
[Crawfords contribution, a discussion of literary style,
appears on pp. 133-140, apparently quoted from a letter
to the editor.]

“Address of Marion Crawford, Esq.,” Catalogue of an Exhibition
of Original and Early Editions of Italian Books (New
York: The Grolier Club, 1904), pp. vii-xxx.
“Introduction,” Giuseppe Baretti: With an Account of His Liter
ary Friendships and Feuds in Italy and in England in the
Days of Dr. Johnson, by Lacy Collison-Morley (London:
John Murray, 1909), pp. xi-xiv.
SELECTED LIST OF SECONDARY SOURCES

“About Novels,” Boston Evening Transcript, December 19, 1892,
p.4.

“The Author of ‘Mr. Isaacs/ ” The Boston Herald, December 12,
1892, p. 5.

[Beerbohn], Max. “Crawford Versus Dante,” The Saturday Re
view, XCII1 (June 21,1902), 804-805.
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Bennett, Edward. “Francis Marion Crawford,” The English Illus
trated Magazine, n.s. XXXI (August, 1904), 504-506,510.

Benson, Adolph B. “Marion Crawford’s Dr. Claudius, Scandinavian
Studies and Notes, XII (February, 1933), 77-85.
Bond, William. “Marion Crawford at Sorrento, The Critic, XXXII,
n.s. 29 (January 15, 1898), 35-38.

Brett, George P. “F. Marion Crawford: Novelist and Historian,”
The Outlook, XCI (April 24, 1909), 915-917.

Bridges, Robert. “F. Marion Crawford: A Conversation,” Mc
Clure’s Magazine, IV (March, 1895), 316-323.
“Brieflets,” Boston Evening Transcript, May 11, 1881, p. 1.

Burton, Richard. “The Passing of Algernon Charles Swinburne and
Francis Marion Crawford—The Poet and the Novelist,”
The Bellman, VI (April 24,1909), 516.
“The Busy Season at Daly’s,” New York Daily Tribune, February
26,1893, p. 7.
“Can Read as Well as Write,” The Boston Herald, December 13,
1892, p. 7.
Canton, William. “Marion Crawford: An Estimate,” The Bookman
(London), VIII (May, 1895), 41-42.

“Career of Pope Leo XIII, The Boston Herald, December 3, 1897,
p.6.
Champion, Pierre, Marcel Schwob et son temps. Paris: Bernard
Grasset, 1927.

Chanler, Mrs. Winthrop. Roman Spring: Memoirs. Boston: Little,
Brown and Company, 1934.

Chapman, Grace. “Francis Marion Crawford: Some Observations on
His Novels,” The London Mercury, XXX (July, 1934),
244-253.
Colby, Elbridge. “The Works of Francis Marion Crawford,” The
American Catholic Quarterly Review, XLII (October,
1917), 679-687.
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Collison-Morley, L[acy]. “A Romantic American at Home—Marion
Crawford,” The Nineteenth Century, CXLI (June, 1947),
302-308.

Colonna, Vittoria, Duchess of Sermoneta. Things Past. New York:
D. Appleton and Company, 1929.
“The Columbian Reading Union,” The Catholic World, LXXXIX
(June, 1909), 430.
Cooper, Frederic Taber. “Francis Marion Crawford—An Esti
mate,” The Bookman, XXIX (May, 1909), 283-292.

“Representative American Story-Tellers: Francis Marion
Crawford,” The Bookman, XXVI (October, 1907), 126-136.

Some American Story Tellers. New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 1911.
“A Cosmopolitan,” Boston Daily Advertiser, December 12, 1892,
p. 4.

“Crawford on Pope Leo XIII,” San Francisco Chronicle, March
29,1898, p. 11.
“Dinner to F. Marion-Crawford,” The New York Times, January
14,1893, p. 8.

“The Disaster at Amalfi,” The New York Times, December 24,
1899, p. 7.

Droch, Robert. “Types of American Fiction,” The Book Buyer, n.s.
V (February, 1888), 22.
Douglas, Norman. Looking Back. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1933.
Edgar, William C. “Last Days of Marion Crawford,” The Bellman,
VI (May 22,1909), 625-627.

Egan, Maurice Francis. “Some American Novels,” The American
Catholic Quarterly Review, XVII (July, 1892), 624-625.
Elliott, Maud Howe. “Glimpses of Marion Crawford,” The Com
monweal, XX (August 24, 1934), 401-403.

My Cousin: F. Marion Crawford. New York: The Mac
millan Company, 1934.
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Uncle Sam Ward and His Circle. New York: The Mac
millan Company, 1938.
“F. M. Crawford’s Views,” New York Daily Tribune, January 26,
1901, p. 9.
“F. Marion Crawford,” The Brooklyn Daily Eagle, January 26,1893,
p. 10.
“F. Marion Crawford,” The New York Times—Illustrated Weekly
Magazine, XLVII (December 19, 1897),
“F. Marion Crawford,” The Colorado Springs Gazette, March 16,
1898, p. 3.
“F. Marion Crawford at Daly’s,” New York Daily Tribune, Feb
ruary 21,1893, p. 7.
“F. Marion Crawford at the Temple Theatre, The Colorado Springs
Gazette, March 15,1889, p. 3.

“F. Marion Crawford Interviewed,” The Bookman, XVII (March,
1903), 7-12.
“F. Marion Crawford on Pope Leo XIII,” New York Daily Tri
bune, February 1,1898, p. 4.
“F. Marion Crawford on Popes,” Boston Evening Transcript, De
cember 2,1897, p. 5.
“F. Marion Crawford’s Lecture,” The Boston Herald, December 2,
1897, p. 9.
“F. Marion Crawford’s Plans,” New York Daily Tribune, November
15,1895, p. 11.
“F. Marion Crawford’s Yacht,” New York Daily Tribune, May 21,
1896, p. 4.

Faust, A. J. “Two New Novelists,” The Catholic World, XXXVIII
(March, 1884), 781-797.
“First Novel of Crawford,” San Francisco Chronicle, March SO,11898, p. 5.
“Francis Marion Crawford,” The Nation, LXXXVIII (April 15,
1909), 380.
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“Francis Marion Crawford on His Citizenship/’ New York Daily
Tribune, July 4, 1892, p. 5.

Fraser, Mrs. Hugh. A Diplomatist's Wife in Many Lands. London:
Hutchinson and Co., 1911, 2 vols.
Italian Yesterdays. New York: Dodd, Mead and Com
pany, 1913, 2 vols.

Reminiscences of a Diplomatist's Wife. New York: Dodd,
Mead and Company, 1913.
Fraser, Mary Crawford [Mrs. Hugh]. “Notes of a Romantic Life:
The Italian Days of Francis Marion Crawford, and the In
timate Side of His Character,” Collier's, XLV (April 23,
1910), 22-24.

Gale, Robert L. “Four Letters to Francis Marion Crawford,” The
Literary Review [Fairleigh Dickinson University], III
(1960), 438-443.
“James’ "The Next Time,’ ” The Explicator, XXI (Decem
ber, 1962), Item No. 35.
“ Letter from Henry James to Francis Marion Crawford,”
Studi Americani, IV (1958), 415-419.

“‘My Dear Uncle’—Three Letters from Francis Marion
Crawford to Samuel Ward,” Studi Americani, V (1959),
325-338.
Garrett, Charles Hall. “ Talk with Marion Crawford,” The Lamp,
XXVII (October, 1903), 216-218.
Hale, Louise Closser. “Marion Crawford’ Rome,” The Bookman,
XV (June, 1902), 350-363.

Halsey, Francis Whiting, ed. Authors of Our Day in Their Homes.
New
James Pott and Company, 1902).

Hare, Augustus J. C. The Story of My Life. London: George Allen,
1896-1900,5 vols.
Harkins, E[dward] F[rancis]. Little Pilgrimages Among the Men
Who Have Written Famous Books. Boston: L. C. Page
and Company, 1902.
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Henderson, Archibald. “The Rimini Story in Modem Drama,” The
Arena, XXXIX (February, 1908), 142-148.

“A Hero of the East,” New York Daily Tribune, January 18, 1898,
p.5.
Higbee, D. “The Evolution of Marion Crawford’s Talent;” Belfords Monthly, X (February, 1893), 485-490.
“His Point of View, The New York Times, December 11, 1892,
p. 12.
Hobson, Elizabeth Christophers. Recollections of a Happy Life.
New York and London:
P. Putnam’s Sons, 1916.

“An Intellectual Luxury,” The Boston Herald, December 18, 1892,
p. 13.
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A NOTE ON WILLIAM ARCHER AND
THE PALL MALL GAZETTE, 1888
by Joseph O. Baylen

During the decade of the 1880s, the editors of the Pall Mall
Gazette, John Morley and his successor, William T. Stead, attracted
to the journal an imposing array of talent which helped make the
P.M.G. one of the most renowned and influential daily papers in
London.1 Among the many outstanding contributors as essayists
and literary critics to the P.M.G. were John Ruskin, Oscar Wilde,
Frederic Harrison, Arthur Conan Doyle, the young George Bernard
Shaw, and the dramatic critic and Ibsen enthusiast, William Archer.2
Of these, Shaw, who joined the P.M.G. staff of book reviewers
through the efforts of Archer in 1885, and Archer were regular con
tributors.3 Archer’s connection with the P.M.G. as a literary critic
1For an account of the Pall Mall Gazette under the editorial direction
John Morley (1880-1883) and W. T. Stead (1883-1890), see J. W. Robertson
Scott, The Life and Death of a Newspaper, An Account of .. . John
W. T. Stead, E. T. Cook, Harry Cust, J. L. Garvin and Three Other Editors
of the Pall Mall Gazette (London, 1952), pp. 13-259.
2Cf. ibid., Chap. XXVI. See also George Bernard Shaw to Frederic Whyte
[1922], in Frederic Whyte, Life of W. T. Stead (London, 1924), II, 306;
Patrick G. Hogan, Jr. and Joseph O. Baylen,
Bernard Shaw and W. T.
Stead, An Unexplored Relationship,” Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900
[Rice University], I (Autumn, 1961), 146, hereafter cited as “Shaw and
Stead. On the life and career of William Archer (1856-1924),
Lt. Col
onel G. Archer, William Archer: Life, Work and Friendships (New Haven,
1931); St. John Ervine,
His Life, Work and Friends (London,
1956), pp. 173-175, 179, 275; Archibald Henderson, Bernard Shaw, Playboy
and Prophet (New York, 1932), pp. 257ff, 338ff, hereafter cited
Shaw,
Playboy and Prophet.
3On Archer’s role in securing work for Shaw on the P.M.G. and Shaw’s
connection with the paper, see Dan H. Laurence, “G.B.S. and the Gazette:
A Bibliographical Study, The Shaw Review, III (September, 1960), 14-19;
Dan H. Laurence, Bernard Shaw and the Pall Mall Gazette: An identification
of His Unsigned Contributions,” The Shaw Bulletin, No. 5 (May, 1954), 1-7;
Archibald Henderson, George
Man of the Century (New York,
1956), pp. 164-165ff.
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began in 1884 and lasted through "the stormy closing years" of
Stead's editorship and "the more tranquil reign of [Stead's heir]
E. T. Cook" until the paper changed hands in 1892.4
As Archer's filial biographer records, although "Archer's work
on the P.M.G. was well paid, and did much to bring him into notice
as a literary critic; . . . it was by
means an unmixed blessing"
since much of
work was done under '"harmfully high pressure0"s
Yet Archer s unsigned reviews were not unrewarding because of the
attention which his felicitous style of criticism commanded from
the rather sophisticated audience of the P.M.G.6 He also won the
respect of the authors of the works he reviewed by his ability to
criticize without attempting to censor or censure.7
Archers relationship with his editor, Stead, was cordial but
never intimate8 Indeed, they were sharp opposites in personality,
background, and interests. A tall, dignified, and somber visaged
Scot, Archer was a sophisticate who delighted in the theatre "as a
palace of light and sound."9 Stead, on the other hand, was unprepossessing in appearance and a devout Nonconformist and North
Country Radical who shunned the theatre as the handiwork of the
powers off dark
.10 Still, there were marked similarities between
the two men. Both possessed an innate obstinacy and incorruptibility which made it difficult for them to compromise
absolutes.11 Like Stead's "New Journalism," Archers drama c and lit
erary criticism was marked by spontaneity, enthusiasm for what he
4Archer, Willim Archer, pp. 123-124.
sIbid. p. l24.6Ibid.,
p. 130.
7See Robert Louis Stevenson's remarks as cited by Col Archer, ibid.; also
Ervine, Bernard Shaw, p. 174.
8In this direction, see Archer's comments on one of Steads many schemes
to save the souls of men, in William Archer, "A New Profession? Soul-Doctoring," The Daily Graphic, January 22, 1890.
9Ervine, Bernard Shaw, p. 173.
l0On the life of W. T. Stead (1849-1912) and aspects of his personality
and career, see Whyte, Life of Stead, 2 vols.; Estelle W. Stead, My Father,
Personal and Spiritual Reminiscences (London, 1913); Robertson Scott,
Life and Death of a Newspaper, pp. 72-246. Concerning Stead's early preju
dice against the theatre, see Hogan and Baylen, "Shaw and Stead," p. 128;
W. T. Stead, "First Impressions of the Theatre.—1 From the Outside," Re
view of Reviews, XXX (July, 1904), 29-30.
11See the
of Archibald Henderson who knew Archer well and also
saw Archer through the keen eyes of Shaw, in Henderson, Shaw, Playboy and
Prophet, p. 257; also Archer, William Archer, p. 411. My remarks concern
ing similarities between Stead and Archer are based upon a study of Stead's
personal papers and the works of Whyte, Robertson Scott, and Miss Estelle
W. Stead.
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admired, independence, clarity and a concentration on essentials.12
Both were generous to a fault with their time but demonstrated "a
certain impatience with speculative opinion” and an intolerance of
any opportunism in human affairs.13 Also, as Stead’s prejudice
against the theatre was eroded by the mellowing of time, he came
to share Archer’s enthusiasm for Ibsen and deep conviction that
"the drama was a mirror of life.”14
While Archer had supported Stead during his "Maiden Trib
ute” agitation in 1885 to raise the age of consent for young maids,15
he was quick to sense that Stead’s affront to Victorian sensibilities
had seriously damaged the reputation of the P.M.G. Nevertheless,
in spite of his fear that "a glowing notice [of a book] in the Gutter
Gazette would set. . . other papers against it,”16 and the increased
volume of his work as a dramatic critic for The World and four
other papers, Archer refused to sever his connection with the
P.M.G. He still hoped to convert Stead to the idea of employing a
regular dramatic critic and to support his crusade against the
vagaries of the Lord Chamberlain’s censorship of the theatre.17
Then, too, there were the more prosaic facts that the P.M.G. appre
ciated his literary efforts and provided a steady source of income.

The following letter to Stead18 not only furnishes some addi
tional information on Archer’s work as a literary critic for the
P.M.G., but also illustrates something of the method which book
12See
Archer’s candid discussion of
father’s qualities as a literary
and dramatic critic and publicist, in Archer, William Archer, pp. 405-406, 410.
13Ibid., p. 411; Ervine, Bernard Shaw, pp. 174, 185; also Henderson, Shaw,
Playboy and Prophet, p. 341.
14Henderson, Shaw, Playboy and Prophet, p. 338. On Stead’s change of
attitude towards the theatre, see Hogan and Baylen, “Shaw and Stead,” pp.
134, 136; W. T. Stead, “First Impressions of the Theatre. I—My First Play:
‘The Tempest,’ at His Majesty’s,” Review of Reviews, XXX (October, 1904),
367; also W. T. Stead, “A Plea for the Democratisation of the Theatre,
Review of Reviews, XXXI (February, 1905), 150-155.
15Cf. William Archer to Charles Archer, November 12, 1885. Archer,
William Archer, pp. 143-144. On Stead and the Maiden Tribute agitation,
see Charles Terrot’s sensationalist account in The Maiden Tribute (London,
1959), pp. 135-222.
16Cf. William Archer to Charles Archer, September 8, 1887, in Archer,
William Archer, p. 159.
17William Archer to W. T. Stead, May 31 and June 3, 1886, and January
2, 1889, in Stead Papers.
18I am deeply indebted to Miss Estelle W. Stead and Mr. W. K. Stead for
ission to edit this letter for publication.
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reviewers for the major daily papers in Victorian England used in
practicing their "craft.” In the light of Archer’s candid comments
on the work of fellow practitioners, it is not difficult to appreciate
the extreme sensitivity which marked the reaction of many Vic
torian novelists to the verdict of critics who, unlike the high-minded
Archer, "often reviewed 8 or 10 novels in a [single] column” of print
without reading hardly a page of the books submitted for their
judgment
26, Gordon Square
W.C.
3 Aug: 88

Dear Mr. Stead

I am sorry I cannot return Stopford Brooke’s
poems,19 for I sold the book some months ago.
Poetry and novels I almost always sell; history
and general literature I keep. I have lately learnt
that on some papers there is an objection to re
viewers selling books, while a few even insist
on the return of all review books. As this had not
previously occurred to me, I think it may be well,
while we are on the subject, to let you know the
principle on which I have hitherto acted, and
learn whether it accords with your views.

First, as to the publishers: It seems to me
that they have no right to complain of the sale
of a book which has been reviewed. The prac
tice of selling books which have not been re
viewed is certainly unfair to them—that is to say,
if the book fetches anything more than its price
as waste paper. In the rare cases in which a
book does not seem to me worth reviewing, I am
careful not to sell it.

Secondly, as the reviewer; that is, myself—the
I admit pays very liberally as such things
19Cf. the Rev. Stopford A. Brooke, Poems (London, 1888). Brooke’s un
orthodox and independent religious views, as an Anglican divine and man of
letters, undoubtedly interested Stead who, at this time,
contemplating the
publication of a series of articles on the spiritual life of Britain.
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go, but when it comes to doing, say, three 3
volume novels in a column, I look upon the right
to sell the novels as a set off against the time it
takes to read them. A man on the Daily News
told me the other day that he often reviewed 8
or 10 novels in a column and returned the books;
but he confessed that the greater part of them
was generally uncut. This sort of thing I cant
do, and I am sure you do not wish that I should.
I do not pretend to read every word of every page
of a three volume novel, but I always look over
the whole of it, and satisfy myself that I have
done justice (so far as in me lies) to the author.
And novels are not, of course, the books which
demand most study. Those to which I give most
time are naturally the books I am specially inter
ested in and want to keep; the advantage to you
being that you get the most careful work of which
I am capable. On the other hand I am always
delighted to return books (however interesting
to me personally) which are of the nature of
works of reference and which ought to belong to
the office. When I used to do the Dictionary of
National Biography I always returned these vol
umes punctually, and other books in the same
category I should never think of claiming. But
as a general rule, I hope you will agree with me
that it is unfair to muzzle the ox when he treadeth
out the corn; at any rate if he treadeth it out con
scientiously.
Forgive me for troubling you at this length
about what is after all a small matter.
I cal
culate that the sale of books (to a bookseller
who, I believe, sends them to country circulating
libraries and so forth) brings me in on an aver
age about ₤6 or
a year. The fact is, what
I have heard laterly of the practice of other papers
has been troubling me a little, and your note gave
me an opportunity for laying before you clearly
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my theory and practice. which I hope you will
not think unreasonable.
I am
YouRs very ruly

William Archer
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COOPER'S PRAIRIE AS WASTELAND
by Evans Harrington

In examining James Fenimore Cooper’s The Prairie, many critics
have sensed a significant pattern of values, usually reflected in the
characters. Howard Mumford Jones, for example, sees the central
theme of the novel as the conflict between science and religion
expressed by Natty Bumppo and Dr. Bat.1 Donald Ringe thinks
that the concept of religion bound up with the attitude toward
nature, and he finds a third significant character in Ishmael Bush,
who violates Bumppo’s religious creed
much by a heedless
despoiling of nature as does Dr. Bat by an arrogant patronization.2
Henry Nash Smith understands the novel almost wholly as a com
mentary on the Westward Movement and discovers an entire "spec
trum of types representing the various possibilities of human char
acter in the various environments of life in the new world.”3
Though each of these views contains valuable insights, each
also has serious shortcomings. The conflicts seen by Jones and
Ringe are by no means the only important ones, and religion
plays a more pervasive and explicit part in the book than either
critic has maintained. Ringe’s interpretation of Bush, moreover,
ignores what seems the most significant part of the squatter’s char
acter. Smith’s interpretation serves to emphasize Cooper’ great
concern with social theories, and those theories certainly play a
part in The Prairie. But Cooper was an artist, and an artist’s imag1Howard Mumford Jones, “
and Pictures: James Fenimore Cooper,”
Tulane Studies in English, III (1952), 145-147.
2Donald Ringe, “Man and Nature in Cooper’s The Prairie,” NineteenthCentury Fiction, XV (1961), 313-323.
3Henry Nash Smith (ed.), The Prairie (New York; Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1950), introduction, pp. xiv-xv.
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ination does not always conform to his theories. Bewley, indeed,
has ably argued that Cooper’s imagination, in the Leatherstocking
series as a whole and in The Prairie especially, has transcended
reality to solve a contradiction which existed in Cooper’s ordinary
thinking and to construct in Natty Bumppo “an apotheosis of an
intellectual and spiritual attitude.”4
It seems worthwhile, therefore, to set aside theories as much as
possible, and let the work of imagination indicate its own patterns
and values. When one does so, a new pattern of characters
emerges, one much more inclusive than any noted before, and one
integrated by a single controlling symbol. All the characters of
any significance in The Prairie, Indian and white, rank in a hier
archy of religious values, and they are conceived as struggling in
a moral wasteland, with only the hand of God to guide them.
That Natty Bumppo, despite his inferior social position, is the
most admirable character in The Prairie will hardly be disputed.
Nor will it be questioned that Natty’s admirable nature stems pri
marily from his possession of an “excessive energy and the most
meek submission to the will of providence”5 together with the
“choicest and perhaps rarest gift of nature, that of distinguishing
good from evil” (p. 129). But who in the book most like Natty?
A careful reading indicates that in Cooper’s imagination it is a
character almost never mentioned in Cooper criticism, one indeed
who plays a relatively minor role: the old Sioux chief Le Balafr6.
One may establish this fact both by elimination of other charac
ters and by comparison of Cooper’s treatment of Natty and Le
Balafré. For among the white characters, even the most admirable,
Middleton and Paul Hover, fall short of Natty’s composure and mel
low understanding; and among the Indians, even the noble HardHeart lacks the wisdom and magnanimity of the aged Le Balafré—
who is willing, for example, to brook the hatred and prejudice of
his own people to adopt Hard-Heart and thereby save him from
torture.

Beyond the similarities of age and mellow tolerance, Natty and
Le Balafré share many other qualities. When they first meet, Coop
4Marius Bewley, The Eccentric Design (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1959), p. 107.
5James Fenimore Cooper, The Prairie (New York: Hurd and Houghton,
1877), p. 343. All references to The Prairie will be to this edition and will
subsequently be indicated by page numbers in parenthesis within the text.
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er makes an explicit comparison between their appearances. Natty
is so ravaged by age and weather that it is difficult for the ancient
eyes of Le Balafré ("the scarred one”) to ascertain whether the
trapper is a white man or "one like himself” (p. 72). Both men
also spontaneously admire the Apollo-like Hard-Heart, though he
is not of their own blood. Both offer to adopt him, and though
Natty actually effects the adoption, La Balafré
left with HardHeart when Natty dies, is left indeed to speak the last words about
Natty, "the just chief of the palefaces” (p. 60).
More strikingly, the two old men share what seems to be one
of Fenimore Coopers most significant images. This is the figure
of the tree-—"the oak or sycamore”—which central to Natty’s elab
orate statement of the grandeur of God in the universe. In this
passage Natty describes the life, death, and decay of the tree ("a
sad effigy of a human grave”) and concludes with a description of
how "the pine shoots up from the roots of the oak” (p. 283). It
is therefore of particular interest to find Le Balafré, in his attempt
to adopt Hard-Heart, likening himself to a sycamore with its leaves
gone, its branches falling, and "but a single sucker” springing
from its roots (p. 369). It is interesting, too, that Middleton de
scribes Natty as "a noble shoot from the stock of human nature,”
(p. 129) and that Natty says of himself to Le Balafre "though the
bark be ragged and riven, the heart of the tree sound” (p. 372).
Finally, these two are alike even in their past careers and their
attitudes toward these careers. Natty, of course, has slain many a
"red Mingo” and he not ashamed of having done so. Le Balafré
was for years the leading warrior of his tribe, as he does not hesi
tate to assert. But he now sees that "it
better to live in peace”
(p. 368). Both, of course, have the utmost faith in their respective
religions.

These two wise, tolerant, old men are clearly at the top of the
moral scale in The Prairie and are paralleled with a precision which
suggests deliberate intention on the part of the author. When we
look for the characters next to them in virtue, moreover, we find
the parallelism between races again striking. Middleton and Paul
Hover, despite the discrepancies in their social rank, are both noble
but narrow and overly-headstrong youths. In these qualities HardHeart
their exact counterpart. Just as the two white men will
do rash, useless, and sometimes destructive things, Hard-Heart is
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unyieldingly committed to the proud mores of his tribe, giving
Natty occasion to philosophize sadly:

Ah! such is mortal vanity and pride! . . . natur’
is as strong in a red-skin as in the bosom of a
man of white gifts. Now would a Delaware con
ceit himself far mightier than a Pawnee, just
as a Pawnee boasts himself to be of the princes
of the ’arth. And so it was atween the Frenchers of the Canadas and the red-coated English,
... (p.328)

In other ways these three young men are also paralleled. They
are the characters who are bound and most seriously threatened by
the tribe of Mahtoree. They are the male members in a triple
plotted love story, and each of their lovers is threatened (or, in the
case of Hard-Heart's Tachechana, injured) by the villainous Mah
toree. Indeed in this respect Hard-Heart is paralleled more closely
with Middleton than with Hover (and fittingly, since the young
Indian is the aristocrat of his people as Middleton is of the whites
on the Prairie). Hard-Heart clearly looks on Inez, Middletons
bride, with an emotion very much like a white mans love and re
spect (p. 220), and he eventually takes Tachechana, Inez’ Indian
counterpart, as his wife.
The parallelism between the two races, however, is by no means
limited to these levels of moral worth.
one moves down the
scale of values, in fact, one feels that Cooper’s imagination is ex
pressed in Natty Bumppo’s words, "Red-skin or white-skin, it is
much the same” (p. 328). For below Hard-Heart and the young
white men are Mahtoree and Ishmael Bush. At first glance it
would seem that Mahtoree is paired against Hard-Heart in the
story. The latter is, after all, the greatest enemy of Mahtoree’s
tribe, he confronts Mahtoree in mortal combat, and he eventually
takes Mahtoree’s wife into his own lodge. But a comparison be
tween these Indian chiefs is instructive primarily in demonstrating
Hard-Heart’s moral superiority.

Ishmael Bush, on the other hand, seems fashioned as the precise
white equivalent of Mahtoree—with one major difference, which
will be considered in another connection. Both men are physically
powerful and brave. Both lead their clans. It should be noted,
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moreover, that their clans are the principal combatants in the prai
rie war that develops. Though the Pawnees and the Siouxs are
ancient enemies and fight the deadliest encounter in the book, the
real issues lie between Ishmael’s and Mahtoree’s groups, beginning
with Mahtoree’s stealing Ishmael’s horses and ending with Ishmael’s
turning the tide of battle in favor of Hard-Heart’s Pawnees. Mah
toree’s theft of the horses, however, rates scarcely worse than Ish
mael’s theft, by squatter’s rights, of the Indian’s entire land. Similar
ly, Mahtoree’s kidnapping of Inez and Ellen Wade is only the identi
cal crime which Ishmael has committed before coming to the prairie.
Even on the subject of miscegenation there exists an interesting
parallel between these two. Mahtoree, of course, firmly and arro
gantly intends to cross the color line by taking Inez as his squaw;
and though Ishmael never accepts Mahtoree’s offer of Tachechana,
still he is the only other man associated with the act, and Esther’s
immediate wrath and continuing uneasiness about it seem to indi
cate that such a development is not unthinkable (p. 413).

Miscegenation is certainly not unthinkable when one considers
that Cooper has even utilized a theory of social evolution to make
these men more nearly moral equals. Ishmael, the author makes
clear, inhabits the very fringes of white society, being scarcely civ
ilized at all (pp. 70-71). Mahtoree, he makes equally clear, is
many centuries ahead of his race because of his contact with white
men and his own quick-wittedness. But instead of really profiting
from this enlightening contact, Mahtoree has merely relinquished
many of the best virtues of his own people and taken on many vices
of the whites. He does not believe, for example, either in his own
people’s "medicine” or the white man’s God (pp. 340-341). Simi
larly, Ishmael goes through most of the novel scorning religion and
law. As shall be seen, Ishmael differs basically from Mahtoree in
being capable of moral regeneration, but through the major portion
of the book both men are arrogant, selfish, ignorant, and irreligious;
and these traits seem to cause the major struggles in the story. In
deed Mahtoree, the Indian demagogue, and Bush, the heedless
white roughneck, seem central to Cooper’ concept of the whiteand-Indian wars of the Westward Movement.
Parallels among the minor characters are as striking and closely
worked out as those already noticed, but here it seems unnecessary
to do more than indicate them. Dr. Bat answers to the Indian
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medicine man; he is, in fact, the “big medicine,’ a caricature of the
white man’s presumptuous science as equivalent to the Indian’
superstition. The unregenerate Weucha—greedy, treacherous and
cowardly—has his despicable equal in Bush’s brother-in-law Abiram
White. Even the Indian princess Tachechana, though lacking
Inez’s civilized refinement (as Hard-Heart lacks Middleton’s), finds
her moral equals in the two young white women. Finally, the In
dian hags who incite their warriors to revenge are scarcely more
passionate and bitter than Esther Bush when she defends her camp
or searches for her son or upbraids Ishmael about Tachechana.
The Prairie certainly displays a hierarchy of values as seen in its
characters. But is this hierarchy, as was earlier stated, a pattern
of religious values? If so, what kind of religion may apply to a
group of characters composed almost equally of pagans and Chris
tians? Must we not, as Ringe does in the case of Hard-Heart, re
ject the Indians as having too primitive a concept of God?6 Natty
Bumppo himself rejects the Indian religion. At the end of the book,
however, speaking to Hard-Heart, Natty gives his final word on
religion in this manner:

You believe in the blessed prairies, and I have
faith in the sayings of my fathers. If both are
true, our parting will be final; but if it should
prove that the same meaning is hid under dif
ferent words, we shall yet stand together, Paw
nee, before the face of your Wahcondah, who
will then be no other than my God (p. 456).

This view, of course,
a form of Deism common enough in
Cooper’s day, and it the religious spirit which seems to animate
The Prairie. Thus, Wahcondah or Christian God, the name little
matters; the “Almighty” is behind all life, moving it for His inscruta
ble purposes. Even when Natty seems to forget this concept and
to boast himself a Christian white man, one should remember that
Natty
not invariably Fenimore Cooper. Frequently it
appar
ent at these moments that the author is artist, detached from his
creation and chuckling at his human foibles: witness the fine touch
of characterization where Natty talks to his dog about the folly of
a “Red-skin’ ” talking to his horse (p. 332).
6Ringe, "Man and Nature,” p. 322.
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As indicated earlier, within these broad terms, religion—indeed
God—dominates The Prairie more completely and explicitly than
has apparently been before recognized. The importance of "The
Lord” and his "natur”’ to Natty and of the "Wahcondah” to Le
Balafré and Hard-Heart is, of course, inescapable. Many have
observed, furthermore, that Cooper, here as elsewhere, shares with
the Hudson River School of painters the theme of the grandeur of
God working in the universe.7 The religious theme is also implicit
in the conflicts among Natty, Dr. Bat, and Ishmael Bush, as noted
by Jones and Ringe. Smith, moreover, has not overlooked the fact
that Mahtoree a "free-thinker.”8 Smith has also commented that
Cooper uses the prairie somewhat as Shakespeare used the Eliza
bethan stage: as a neutral ground on which rather arbitrarily to
assemble his characters for his own purposes.9 It seems that no
one, however, has called attention to the probability that, far from
being a mere neutral ground, the prairie itself stood in Cooper’s
mind as a powerful image of the "wicked world,” that is, the world
of man s wickedness: thus, a moral wasteland. No one has pointed
out, either, that the fate of Abiram White in this wasteland is an
explicit dramatization of the wisdom, justice, and power of God.
Nor has it been observed that Ishmael Bush, contrary to the pre
vailing concept of him—and contrary to the vast majority of Cooper
characters— not a static figure, remaining arrogant and irreligious
to the end; but a dynamic one, who frees himself from the evil
which has led him into this desert of wickedness and learns the
humility which takes him out of it. An examination of the story
of the Bush clan will bear out these assertions.
As Cooper presents it the prairie a desert. From the moment
that the Bush clan seen "in that bleak and solitary place” (p. 4),
it
described as such. Natty also speaks of it as a desert and
fancies it God’s mockery of the wastefulness of man (p. 82). Ish
mael asks Abiram "Would you have me draw a cart at my heels,
across this desert, for weeks . . . ?” (p. 95). He is also referring

is

7See Jones, “
and Pictures”; Ringe, “James Fenimore Cooper and
Thomas Cole: An Analogous Technique,” American Literature, XXX (1958)
26-36; James Franklin Beard, “Cooper and His Artistic Contemporaries,”
James Fenimore Cooper: A Re-Appraisal (Cooperstown, N. Y.: New York
State Historical Association, 1954), pp. 112-127.
8Smith, The Prairie, introduction, xx.
9Ibid., p. ix.
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to the arid nature of the desert when he tells Abiram “ ’Tis time to
change our naturs . . . and to become ruminators, instead of people
used to the fare of Christians and free men” (p. 94). Even so, since
Cooper is not Hawthorne or Melville, one
not prepared to see
symbolism in Abirams words less than a page below, where he dis
cusses a travelling preacher he once heard speak: “the man might
have been honest after
He told us that the world was, in truth,
no better than a desert, and that there was but one hand that could
lead the most learned man through all its crooked windings” (p.
96—italics mine).
Here one immediately thinks of the most “learned” man in the
book, Dr. Bat, who not only dramatizes this theme in his own ex
istence but helps to continue its statement in his long arguments
with Natty Bumppo. But Abiram’s relationship with the deity
even more explicit and instructive. Like Weucha but significantly
unlike even so ignorant a man as Ishmael, Abiram grovelling and
superstitious as well as guilt-ridden. These traits are most clearly
seen when Natty reminds him and Ishmael, concerning their crime
of kidnapping, that the “Judge of all” needs no knowledge from
human hands and that their wish to keep anything secret from that
judge will profit them little “even in this desert.” At this solemn
warning, Cooper tells us, “Ishmael stood sullen and thoughtful;
while his companion stole a furtive and involuntary glance at the
placid sky, . . . as if he expected to see the Almighty eye itself
beaming from the heavenly vault” (p. 90).

It is toward the end of the story, however, when Abiram is
exposed and punished, that his relationship to God is dramatized
most clearly. Characteristically, he who has a tremendous dread
of God, who in fact has wanted to pray for the success of his kid
napping adventure (p. 96), calls on God to curse Ishmael’s sons
who come to seize him. Then he attempts to run away but falls
into an abject faint, which no less enlightened a man than Middle
ton believes “a manifest judgment of Heaven” (p. 420). When
finally sentenced to death and put out of the wagon for his exe
cution, he falls onto his knees and begins “a prayer in which cries
for mercy to God and to his kinsman were wildly and blasphemous
ly mingled” (p. 428). Esther sends him a Bible (“that . . . you
may remember your God”) and Ishmael arranges for him to hang
himself. Then Ishmael explicitly leaves the culprit to his God. The
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description of Abiram’s dying moments, however, is fittingly the
most complete and effective expression not only of Abiram’s fail
ure with God but of God’s awful and pervasive presence and Ish
mael Bush’s awareness of it. Excerpts from the rather lengthy pas
sage will make these matters clear. Ishmael, camped near the
rock where Abiram is to hang himself, walks out alone into the
night. Cooper writes:
For the first time, in a life of so much wild ad
venture, Ishmael felt a keen sense of solitude. The
naked prairies began to assume the forms of
illimitable and dreary wastes, and the rushing
of the wind sounded like the whisperings of the
dead. It was not long before he thought a
shriek was borne past him on a blast. It did not
sound like a call from earth, but it swept fright
fully through the upper air, mingled with the
hoarse accompaniment of the wind. . . . Then
came a lull, a fresher blast, and a cry of horror
that seemed to have been uttered at the very por
tals of his ears. A sort of echo burst involuntarily
from his own lips ....

Ever as he advanced he heard those shrieks,
which sometimes seemed ringing among the
clouds, and sometimes passed so nigh, as to ap
pear to brush the earth. At length there came
a cry in which there could be no delusion, or
to which the imagination would lend no horror.
It appeared to fill each cranny of the air, as the
visible horizon is often charged to fullness by one
dazzling flash of the electric fluid. The name of
God was distinctly audible, but it was awfully
and blasphemously blended with sounds that
may not be repeated. The squatter stopped, and
for a moment he covered his ears with his hands.
When he withdrew the latter a low and husky
voice at his elbow asked in smothered tones,—

"Ishmael, my man, heard ye nothing?”

"Hist!” returned the husband, . . . "Hist, worn-
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an! if you have the fear of Heaven, be still!”
(pp. 431-432—italics mine.)

Fully to grasp the significance of this scene, for Ishmael and
for the entire novel, one should recall not only that Abiram is Ish
mael’s brother-in-law but that he has been Ishmael’s tempter, in
fact the evil adviser who led him into the act of kidnapping and
into this wicked desert itself. Early in the book Ishmael makes
clear that he has promised Abiram to take Inez to a certain desti
nation, presumably there in the desert (p. 95). In the same conver
sation he clearly states his regret at having listened to Abiram in
the matter of the kidnapping (p. 103). Even before Abiram is
revealed as the murderer of Asa, moreover, Ishmael has thrown off
the brother-in-law’s evil influence and made restitution to Middle
ton and Inez as best he could.10 Esther’s speech confirms his own
assertion that his part in the crime was a result of yielding to
temptation. “Poverty and labor bore hard upon him,” she says,
“and in a weak moment he did the wicked act; but. . . his mind has
got round again into its honest comer” (p. 409).

Ishmael, in short, has been led into the desert of wickedness by
the evil tempter Abiram, but he has been taught the necessity of
honesty and even of justice by the sobering experience of his son s
murder, of Indian treachery and warfare, and of the ultimate threat
even of miscegenation and family deterioration. “An awful and
a dangerous thing it is to be bringing the daughters of other people
into a peaceable . . . family!” Esther declares, albeit with her own
thoughts on Tachechana (p. 409).

But Ishmael’s regeneration is still at this point incomplete. It
is true, as has often been maintained, that his justice is of the crude
Old Testament sort all through the “trial” and even through the
execution of Abiram. It seems significant, however, that after the
righting of all wrongs and after the awesome revelation of Abiram’s
guilt, Ishmael immediately starts out of the prairie, and Cooper
describes the event as follows: “For the first time in many a day
l0Though, as pointed out elsewhere in this study, it is true that Ishmael’s
justice is crude, Cooper’s handling of the trial by
means justifies the fre
quent interpretations of it as the author’s condemnation of Ishmael. Even
Ishmael’s execution
Abiram is not necessarily in Cooper’s mind an abomi
nable form of revenge, as is often maintained (see Ringe, “Man and Nature,
p. 322, Smith, The Prairie, p. xiv). Cooper himself speaks of how well Abiram
merited his punishment (p. 426).
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the squatter turned his back towards the setting sun. The route
he held was in the direction of the settled country, and the manner
in which he moved sufficed to tell his children . . . that their jour
ney on the prairie was shortly to have an end” (p. 422). The end
comes with the awful death of Abiram quoted above, a death which
causes Ishmael to know for the first time solitude—the solitude
greatly cherished by Natty Bumppo? the solitude of God in Nature?
—and fills him not only with "the fear of Heaven” but with the gen
uine humility which causes him to bury Abiram with the following
words: "Abiram White, we all have need of mercy; from my soul
do I forgive you! May God in Heaven have pity on your sins!” (p.
433). This compassion is more than even the death of his son had
wrung from Ishmael earlier; and, in context, there is little question
that it represents, if not a full moral and spiritual regeneration of
Ishmael, at least a long stride toward that state. Unfortunately,
Cooper chose to dismiss the Bush clan in a brief and cryptic para
graph after the burial of Abiram. The group is said to blend in
with other groups "within the confines of society.” Some of the
descendants of Ishmael and Esther are said to be "reclaimed from
their lawless and semi-barbarous lives,” but "the principals of the
family themselves were never heard of more” (p. 434). Though this
information yields nothing positive in the way of interpretation, it
certainly does not deny Ishmael’s regeneration. Indeed, he would
seem much more likely to have been “heard of more” if he were un
regenerate than regenerate.
The prairie therefore not only an apt image of Abiram’s and
Ishmael’s wickedness but it occurs consciously to each as a figure
for the world’s "crooked ways” or as "illimitable and dreary
wastes” filled with "whisperings of the dead.” But can it serve
similarly for other characters? Natty Bumppo seems to think of
it as a "judgement” on man (p. 281); and for once Dr. Bat seems to
agree with him, speaking of human circumstances on the prairie as
a descent to a "condition of second childhood” (p. 280). Beyond
these pronouncements, there are Natty’s comments that he thinks
this “barren belt” God’s warning to man’s folly (p. 19) and even
God’s "very mockery of their wickedness” (p. 82). It should be re
membered also that Natty is not a native of the prairie. He seems to
have come here to await his death, sensing it as the proper place;
and we have Cooper’s word in the introduction that he dwells
here "in a species of desperate resignation” (p. viii). That good men
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like Natty, Le Balafré, and Hard-Heart are present is not incom
patible with the image of prairie as wasteland; for, as Abiram’s
preacher pointed out, there is “one hand” always there to lead a
man who will listen; that is, a religious man. The evil here, as in
the whole world, is the man who does not follow God properly.

Natty’s relationship to the prairie is scarcely more significant
than those of other white characters. Dr. Bat comes there under
impulse of his arrogant scientific materialism, and he becomes only
partially humbled by his ordeal. Inez dragged into evil against
her will, though one wonders if her Catholic “submissiveness,” to
which Cooper often alludes, is not a flaw which made her liable to
such trouble. Asa, like Inez, is primarily a victim, though again his
angry striking of Abiram and his insolent near-revolt against his
father suggest a heedless arrogance which invites destruction. Es
ther is very much of a piece with Ishmael and Abiram, and she
seems to share Ishmael’s regeneration, though not spectacularly.
Middleton and Hover are drawn into the wasteland in pursuit of
their lovers. Less removed from human emotion and weakness
than the aged Natty and Le Balafré, they are in greater danger in
this wasteland; they are indeed not wholly without blemish, for
they transgress against Ishmael while stealing their lovers from him.
Among the Indian characters it is interesting to note that the
Sioux, the tribe furnishing the worst people, dwell in the very heart
of Cooper’s prairie, while the good Pawnee’s have their home in a
“luxuriant bottom”—an oasis in Wasteland?—on the very edge of
the desert. Weucha, the awful hags, the sadistic warrior left in
charge of the prisoners before the final battle—all these are native
to the prairie; and the leader of them all, Mahtoree, bids fair with
his arrogance, cruelty, selfishness and mocking infidelism to serve
as the devil. Interestingly too, he meets death and total defeat in
his selfish skepticism, while his counterpart Ishmael wins victory in
his growing sense of right. It is not a part of this study to draw in
ferences about Cooper’s attitude toward the Westward Movement,
but one may at least wonder if this contrast between Mahtoree and
Ishmael was Cooper’s version of Manifest Destiny—or, on the other
hand, his hope for the moral awakening of the squatters who in
1827 had not yet completely overwhelmed the Indians and the
frontier.
Concerning Hard-Heart and his Pawnees, with Le Balafré and
Tachechana, one encounters a paradox in Cooper’s concept of the
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prairie, essentially the same paradox which Smith has noted in
Cooper’ attitude toward his good Indians,11 and, perhaps signifi
cantly, a paradox widespread in Eighteenth Century social theory.12
For it will be observed that, though the good Indians are left in a
luxuriant bottom on the very edge of the prairie, they are never
theless left on the prairie, while all the good whites are completely
removed—except Natty Bumppo, who has his own reasons for re
maining and who draws his own clear distinctions against “Red
skins.” Smith observes that, in Coopers work, the assumptions
which cause us to admire Hard-Heart and Tachechana are of an
other order altogether from those by which we admire Middleton
and Inez. The former are Nature’s products, as noble as any; but
the latter are the inheritors of progress, and somewhat nobler than
any. Thus though Indians and whites are moral equals, as seen
earlier, they are at the same time kept distinct, and finally they are
not quite equal. Hard-Heart may look at Inez, but part of his
moral superiority, one gathers, is the “tact” with which he does not
aspire to love her, as did the iniquitous Mahtoree—and this discreet
ness has little to do with the fact that she already married. Simi
larly, Tachechana may be Inez’ moral equal but she stares in awe
at the refined “flower of civilization”; and, except for Mahtoree’s
wicked suggestion that she become Ishmael’s squaw, there is never
any question of her going out of the wasteland with her white
equals, perhaps to find a noble, but unwed, young man like Middle
ton. One gathers also that this subtle but potent consideration did
as much as the slaying of Asa or the carnage of the Indian battle to
sober Ishmael, not to speak of Esther. Mahtoree’s proposal to Inez
and his offer of Tachechana to Ishmael possibly mark the nadir of
Ishmael in moral corruption; it is certainly the point at which
Ishmael begins to reform.
This important qualification made, however, it remains true
that Cooper’s The Prairie is a deeply religious book, presenting a
large cast of characters in a religious hierarchy on a prairie con
ceived as a moral wasteland in which only God can guide men in
their selfish struggles. God is conceived in the fashion of Eigh
teenth Century Deism, and he theoretically favors neither whites
11
The Prairie, p. xv.
12See, for instance, Lois Whitney, Primitivism and the Idea of Progress in
English Popular Literature of the Eighteenth Century (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1934).
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nor Indians; but, for the period of the novel at leash he seems to
lean toward the whites, even the best of Indians remaining in a
savage state on the edge of the moral desert Bewley has demonstrated that Cooper used action in his books to dramatize
moral
conceptions, and that in a novel like The Deerslayer he achieved a
remarkably coherent fom.l8 The same may be said of The Prairie.
18Bewleys The Eccentric Design, pp. 73-100.
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ECHOES OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS,
EPITAPH, AND ELEGIAC POEMS OF
THE FIRST FOLIO IN MILTON'S
"ON SHAKESPEAR. 1630."
by A. Wigfall Green

Seven years after the unauthorized publication of the quarto
edition of Shakespeare’s Sonnets in 1609, Shakespeare died and the
famous epitaph attributed to him became known to the world.
Seven years after his death in 1616 appeared MR. WILLIAM
SHAKESPEARES COMEDIES, HISTORIES, & TRAGEDIES, usually known as the First Folio. Included in the First Folio of 1623
are several elegiac poems: a brief one, "To the Reader,” by "B. I.,”
probably Ben Jonson, urging that one look not at the Droeshout
portrait opposite but at the plays included in the volume; the more
distinguished poem by Jonson, "To the memory of my beloved, The
AVTHOR MR. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE: AND what he hath
left us”; "Vpon the Lines and Life of the Famous Scenicke Poet,
Master WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE,” by Hugh Holland; "TO THE
MEMORIE of the deceased Authour Maister W. SHAKESPEARE,”
by L. Digges; and "To the memorie of M. W. Shakespeare," by
"I. M.,” who has not been identified.

Seven years after the publication of the First Folio appeared
John Milton’s sixteen verses of heroic couplets under the title "On
Shakespear. 1630.” This poem is included in the Second Folio
edition, 1632, of Shakespeare’s works under the title, "An Epitaph
on the Admirable Dramatick Poet, W. Shakespeare.” Although
the date assigned by Milton to this poem, 1630, has been questioned
as too early, it was republished in 1645 and 1673 among the collect
ed poems of Milton as "On Shakespear. 1630.”
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Echoes of Shakespeare's Sonnets

The brief periods between the first publication of the Sonnets,
the date of Shakespeare’s death, the appearance of the First Folio,
and the composition of Miltons poem, although intervals, tend to
merge the twenty-one years between the publication of the Sonnets
and the composition of Miltons poem. If Milton, who was eight
when Shakespeare died, composed a great elegy on Shakespeare
when he was only twenty-two, it is probable that Milton was quite
familiar at this time with the 1609 edition of the Sonnets. The next
edition did not appear until 1640. It is probable also that he was
quite familiar with the First Folio, which appeared when he was
fifteen.

Without suggesting that Milton suffered from echolalia, al
though it
a not uncommon malady among young poets, and
without reflecting upon the fine melody, excellent vocabulary, and
propriety of Milton's poem, there are similarities of meter, rhyme,
vocabulary, and imagery between Shakespeare’s sonnets and epi
taph and the elegiac poems in the First Folio, on the one hand, and
Milton’s "On Shakespear. 1630” on the other. The rhyme stonesbones of Shakespeare’s epitaph, for example, becomes Bones-Stones
in Milton’s poem, but similarities also appear in more subtle form.
Although the elegy which
also a eulogy has limitations of
vocabulary and basic concepts, it may not be uninteresting to set
forth some examples of the use of identical words in the poems
listed; such identity of vocabulary frequently leads to similarity
of underlying ideas. The postulate that Milton purposefully selected
elements of the earlier poems may not be established definitively,
but if he was eclectic, he chose well.
In the following passages, the verses of Milton’s poem appear
without indention and are numbered in the right column:1 What
needs my Shakespear for his honour’d Bones,2
1

Epitaph
And curst be he yt moves my bones.
Sonnet 32.2
When that churle death my bones with dust
shall couer The labour of an age in piled Stones,
2
Sonnet 64.2
The rich proud cost of outwome buried age,
108.10
Waighes not the dust and iniury of age,
Extracts from the Sonnets are from the 1609 quarto published by The
Facsimile Text Society from the copy in the British Museum.
2Key words appear in italics.
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Jonson 17
43
L. Digges 11
Sonnet 55.4

65.1
94.3
L. Digges 3

I, therefore will begin. Soule of the Age!
He was not of an age, but for all time!
Nor Fire, nor cankring Age, as Naso said,
Then vnswept stone, besmeer’d with sluttish
time.
Since brasse, nor stone, nor earth, nor boundlesse sea,
Who mouing others, are themselues as stone,
Thy Tombe, thy name must when that stone
is rent,

3
Or that his hallow’d reliques should be hid
Euen as when first I hallowed thy faire name.
Sonnett 108.8

Under a Star-ypointing Pyramid?
4
Sonnet 26.9
Til whatsoeuer star that guides my mouing,
Jonson 77
Shine forth, thou Starre of Poets, and with
rage,
Sonnet 123.2
Thy pyramyds buylt vp with newer might
5
Dear son of memory; great heir of Fame,
His tender heire might beare his memory:
Sonnet 1.4
The lining record of your memory.
55.8
That he shall neuer cut from memory
63.11
Of mouthed graues will giue thee memorie,
77.6
From
hence your memory death cannot take,
81.3
Full
characterd
with lasting memory,
122.2
To
be
deaths
conquest
and make wormes
6.14
thine heire.
To make me toung-tide speaking of your fame.
Giue my loue fame faster then time wasts life,
100.13
Hugh Holland 11 Where Fame, now that he gone to the graue
Am I thus ample to thy Booke, and Fame;
Jonson 2

What need’st thou such weak witness of thy name?
6
Sonnet 34.11
Th’offenders sorrow lends but weake reliefe
131.11
One on anothers necke do witnesse beare
36.12
Vnlesse thou take that honour from thy name:
71.11
Do not much as my poore name reherse;
72.11
My name be buried where my body
76.7
That euery word doth almost fel (tel) my
name,
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81.5

L. Digges 3
Jonson 1

Your name from hence immortall life shall
haue,
Thy Tombe, thy name must when that stone
is rent
To draw no enuy (Shakespeare) on thy name,

Thou in our wonder and astonishment3
7
To this composed wonder of your frame,
Sonnet 59.10
The applause! delight! the wonder of our
Jonson 18
Stage!
Giuing him ayde, my verse astonished.
Sonnet 86.8
Hast built thy self a live-long Monument.
8
The liuing record of your memory.
Sonnet
The world thy Workes: thy Workes, by which,
L. Digges 2-3
out-liue Thy Tombe, ....
But crown’d with Lawrell, Hue eternally.
L. Digges 22
Can dye, and Hue, to acte a second part.
I. M.6
And art aliue still, while thy Booke doth Hue,
Jonson 23
Not marble, nor the guilded monument,
Sonnet 55.1
Your monument shall be my gentle verse,
81.9
And thou in this shalt finde thy monument,
107.13
And
Time dissolves thy Stratford Moniment,
L. Digges 4
Thou
are a Moniment, without a tombe,
Jonson 22

For whilst to th’shame of slow-endeavouring art,
9
And perspectiue it is best Painters Art.
Sonnet 24.4
Desiring this mans art, and that mans skope,
29.7
66.9
And arte made tung-tide by authoritie,
68.14
To shew faulse Art what beauty was of yore.
78.13
But thou art all my art, and doost aduance
I. M., 5-6
... An Actors Art,
Can dye, and liue, to acte a second part.
Jonson 55-56
Yet must I not giue Nature all: Thy Art,
My gentle Shakespeare, must enioy a part.
3Although Milton's use of astonishment appears under the second defini
tion in NED, “Loss of sense or wits,' it would appear to be related to
Astonied, of which NED says, “Various writers have apparently fancied this
word to be derivative of stony and used it as = petrified. Verse 8 of On
Shakespear" would
to confirm this opinion; cf. 42 of 11 Penseroso, “For
get thy self to Marble . .
and I 317 of Paradise Lost, astonishment.
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Thy easie numbers flow, and that each heart4
10
And
in
fresh
numbers
number
all
your
graces,
Sonnet 17.6
Eternal numbers to out-liue long date.
38.12
But now my gracious numbers are decayde,
79.3
In gentle numbers time so idely spent,
100.6
Hath from the leaves of thy unvalu’d Book,
11
The vacant leaues thy mindes imprint will
Sonnet 77.3
beare,
O let my books be then the eloquence,
23.9
Show me your image in some antique booke,
59.7
Shall profit thee, and much inrich thy booke.
77.14
Of
their faire subiect, blessing euery booke.
82.4
... Reader, looke
B. I. 9-10
Not on his picture, but his Booke.
. . . This Booke,
L. Digges 5-7
When Brasse and Marble fade, shall make
thee looke Fresh to all Ages:
Of his, thy wit-fraught Booke shall once
12
inuade.
Am I thus ample to thy Booke, and Fame:
Jonson 2
And art aliue still, while thy Booke doth line,
23
Those Delphick lines with deep impression took,
12
So should the lines of life that life repaire
Sonnet 16.9
When in eternall lines to time thou grow’st.
18.12
These poore rude lines of thy deceased Louer:
His beautie shall in these blacke lines be
63.13
seene,
Nay if you read this line, remember not,
71.5
My life hath in this line some interest,
But when your countinance fild vp his line,
86.13
Dulling my lines, and doing me disgrace.
103.8
THose lines that I before haue writ doe lie,
115.1
For though his line of life went soone about,
Hugh Holland
The life yet of his lines shall neuer out.
13-14
. . . eu ry Line, each Verse
L. Digges 9-10
Here shall reuiue, redeeme thee from thy
Herse.
The word heart appears more than thirty times in the sonnets, too fre
quently to give specimens.
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Jonson 30
48
68
Sonnet 112.1
Then thou our fancy

Or sporting Kid, or Marlowes mighty line.
And ioy’d to weare the dressing of his lines!
In his well torned, and true-filed lines:
Your loue and pittie doth th'impression fill,
of it self bereaving,
13

Dost make us Marble with too much concealing;5
14
NOt marble, nor the guilded monument,
Sonnet 55.1-2
Of Princess shall out-hue this powrefull rime,
. . . This Booke,
L. Digges 5-7
When Brasse and Marble fade, shall make
thee looke Fresh to all Ages:
Then the conceit of this inconstant stay,
Sonnet 15.9
But that I hope some good conceipt of thine
26.7-8
In thy soules thought (all naked) will bestow

108.13

Finding the first conceit of loue there bred,

And
Sepulcher'd in such pomp dost he,
15
Before the goulden tresses of the dead,
Sonnet 68.5-6
The right of sepulchers, were shorne away,
It suffers not in smihnge pomp, nor falls
124.6
That Kings for such a Tomb would wish to die.6
16
That then I skome to change my state with
Sonnet 29.14
Kings.
And all those beauties whereof now he’s King
63.6
In sleepe a King, but waking no such matter.
87.14
Creepe in twixt vowes, and change decrees
115.6
of Kings,
Hugh Holland 8 Which crown’d him Poet first, then Poets King.
Or who is he so fond will be the tombe,
Sonnet 3.7
Thy vnus’d beauty must be tomb'd with thee,
4.13
Though yet heauen knowes it is but as a tombe
17.3
When others would giue life, and bring a
83.12
tombe.
101.11

To make him much out-hue a gilded tombe:

The word conceit in the sonnets appears to be virtually synonymous with
conceiving, gerund.
The word die or variant appears twelve times m the sonnets; it inheres
in the subject matter and appears to be too general a word to admit of
son.
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107.14

L. Digges 2-3
Jonson 22

When tyrants crests and tombs of brasse are
spent.
The world thy Workes: thy Workes, by which,
out-liue Thy Tombe, ....
Thou art a Moniment, without a tombe,

“On Shakespear. 1630” is generally accepted as the best of the
many tributes to Shakespeare, probably because of its imagery,
vocabulary, and unity. No greater tribute can be paid by an elegist
to a deceased poet than to reflect the images, the words, and the
sound waves of that poet, and to blend the ideas of other elegists
in his tribute. If Milton has taken some of the loose nuggets of
other poets and has molded them into a harmonious golden altar
dedicated to Shakespeare, Milton is not the lesser, but the greater,
sculptor-poet.
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IRWIN RUSSELL'S POSITION IN
SOUTHERN LITERATURE
by James Wilson Webb

Irwin Russell was born in Port Gibson, Mississippi, on June
3,1853. His father was a physician and his mother a teacher in the
Port Gibson Female College. Despite the fact that at the age of
two he injured an eye, he was able to read easily at four years of
age. Two years later he was reading from the works of John Mil
ton. About this time the family moved to St. Louis, but sympathy
for the southern cause brought them back to Port Gibson, the war,
and the reconstruction. His formal education was completed with
distinction at the University of St. Louis. In the meantime he tried
writing; and like a number of other southern writers before and
after the war, he aspired to be a lawyer. Thereupon he entered
the office of Judge L. N. Baldwin as an apprentice; and later, by
special act of the Mississippi legislature, he was admitted to die
bar at the age of nineteen. Soon beset by wanderlust, Russell went
to New Orleans and then to Texas. After a brief period of travel
he came back to Port Gibson and seriously began to write.
With the encouragement of Henry C. Bunner, who was then
editor of Puck, and Richard Watson Gilder and Underwood John
son of the staff of Scribners Monthly Magazine, along with the
good wishes of his father, Russell determined to enter a literary
career in New York. Before leaving Port Gibson, he had already
made a reputation for himself by having published the following
items in Scribners Monthly: “Uncle Cap Interviewed,” January,
1876; “Half Way Doin’s,” April, 1876; “Nebuchadnezzar,” June,
1876; “Precepts at Parting,” September, 1876; “The Old Hostler’s
Experience,” November, 1876; “The Mississippi Witness,” December,
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1876; "Novern People" January, 1877; "Mahsr John,” May, 1877;
"The First Client,” August, 1877; "Christmas Night in the Quarters,”
January, 1878; "Irish Eclipse,” May, 1878; "Opinions of Captain Delacy,” August, 1878; "The Hysteriad,” September, 1878; and one
prose piece, "The Fools of Killogue,” October, 1878. The list in
cludes his best poems. Prose works also appeared in northern
magazines during this period. In Popular Science Monthly, July,
1876, appeared his "Of the Uncertainty and Vanity of the Sciences ;
and in St. Nicholas, his "Sam’s Four Bits,” August, 1876; "On the
Ice,” March, 1877; and "Sam’s Birthday,” May, 1878.

Russell arrived in New York City in January, 1879, with every
indication of a literary success. His friend, Charles C. Marble,
says that
Russell lived in New York about six months,
from January to July 1879. He loitered at old
bookstalls and snatched many a delight from the
exposed stores. Only Charles Lamb, with his quiet
tastes after his emancipation from the India
House, when, as he expressed it, he was "Retired
Leisure,” got more from them. Especially was
everything old sought by him: old prints, of
which he was critically fond; black-letter volumes,
for he was a connoisseur in printing, recognizing
at a glance the various types used in book
making.1
He soon became a featured writer in the "Bric-A-Brac” section
of Scribners Monthly. Gilder and Johnson evidently saw in Russell
great possibilities. The policies of the Scribner’s Monthly Maga
zine during the period of reconstruction and immediately afterward
favored those who wrote without malice or sectionalism. The
South, filled with picturesque scenes and various dialects, pro
duced a rich vein of local color material—Harris’s Georgia Cracker,
Cable’s Louisiana Creole, and Russell’s Mississippi Negro. Russell,
Harris, and Page portrayed the Negro character and dialect in their
contributions to Scribner’s Monthly. Their stories were relatively
free of propaganda. They presented the Negro character with his
philosophy in colorful settings. Gilder, through his magazine,
1Charles C. Marble, “Irwin Russell," The Critic, X (November, 1888), 214.
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made certain that his contributors were thoroughly American and
not sectional in their literary productions.
Scribners thus exercised a dominant selective
influence which shaped the output of Southern
writers in patterns of reconciliation. There was no
truckling to the contentious partisan who endeav
ored to keep alive the belligerence of the past.
Scribners was firmly Northern and even mildly
Republican in its major political tenets. The
Southerner who was admitted to its columns, as
one of its editors stated, was “tacitly barred from
any expression of the old hostility.” He was also
“Softened in Spirit” by the gratitude of being
sponsored by a magazine which more than any
other in the United States could start an author
well along the road which led to success. Lanier,
Harris, Johnston, Cable, Smith, Russell, Edwards,
Grace King, and Ruby McEnery Stuart, were
all “discoveries” of Scribners and Century. They
owed to it such recognition as they received,
constant encouragement, and liberal financial re
muneration. Needless to say their fiction was in
complete harmony with the magazine’s policy of
“standing against sectionalism and for the
Union?’2

Indeed, the history of the New South may be said to have had
its beginnings in the 1870’s; and as evidenced by the work of such
editors as Bunner, Johnson, and Gilder and contributors such as
Irwin Russell, Joel Chandler Harris, and Thomas Nelson Page,
southern literature also had its beginnings. Professor C. Alphonso
Smith has given southern literature a definite date and identifica
tion as a subdivision of American literature by writing that

The year 1870 marks an epoch in the history
of the South. It witnessed not only the death of
Robert E. Lee but the passing also of John Pen
dleton Kennedy, George Denison Prentice, Au
gustus Baldwin Longstreet, and William Gilmore
2Paul H. Buck, The
and
1937), p. 222.

Reunion, 1865-1900 (Boston: Little, Brown
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Simms. In literature it was not only the end of
the old but the beginning of the new, for in 1870
the new movement in Southern literature may be
said to have been inaugurated in the work of Ir
win Russell.3
Russell’s contributions to Scribners Monthly after he arrived
in New York were as follows: "Sermon for the Sisters" April
1879; "Hope" June, 1879; "Studies in Style,” July, 1879; "Nelly,”
August, 1879; "Larry’s on the Force,” August, 1879; "Her Conquest,”
October, 1879; and "Along the Line,” November, 1879. Even after
he left New York and after his death on December 23, 1879, the
following appeared in Scribners: "The Polyphone” February,
1880; "The Romaunt of Sir Kuss,” March, 1880; "Rev. Henry’s War
Song,” March, 1880; "An Exchange,” March, 1880; "Cosmos,” March,
1880; "A Practical Young Woman,” July, 1880; and "The Knight and
the Squire,” December, 1880. H. C. Bunner’s poem entitled "To
Irwin Russell” appeared in Scribners, March, 1880.

"Christmas Night in the Quarters” alone has assured Russell a
significant position in literature. By placing the Negro character
and his dialect in a central position in his poetry, Russell clearly
indicated their importance as literary material. To use the words
of Stark Young, he was "the first to represent in convincing form
the literary possibilities of the Negro.”4 In "Christmas Night in the
Quarters” all of the characters are Negroes drawn from life. Brudder Brown, Aunt Cassy, Georgy Sam, and Fiddlin’ Josey were ser
vants on the Jeffries plantation, "Greenwood,” a few miles east of
Port Gibson, Mississippi. The "quarters” on the Christmas night
described is completely a Negro’s world.5 The poem, which con
sists of small units, combines the features of character studies of
several Negroes with a series of striking plantation scenes. From
the first section of the poem, which serves as an introduction, one
learns that
3C. Alphonso Smith, “The Historical Element in Recent Southern Litera
ture,” Publication of Mississippi Historical Society, II (1899), 7.
4Stark Young, A Southern Treasury of Life and Literature (New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, c. 1937), p. 90.
According
Mrs. Maggie Williams Musgrove, Irwin Russell did look in
on such an occasion in the quarters while visiting in the home of the
family. He then went back to his room and wrote most
the poem before
going to sleep. This information was given to this writer by Mrs. Musgrove who
as a young girl knew Irwin Russell. In fact, Russell often visited in the Williams
home.
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At Uncle Johnny Booker's ball
The darkies hold high carnival.
From all the country-side they throng,
With laughter, shouts and scraps of song,—
Their whole deportment plainly showing
That to the Frolic they are going.6

After the various characters have moved out on the dance floor,
Brudder Brown asked to “Beg a blessin on dis dance.” He be
gins his invocation with the following words:
O Mahsr! let dis gath’rin fin’ a blessin’ in yo’
sight!
Don’t jedge us hard fur what we does—you know
it’s Chrismus-night;
An all de balunce ob de yeah we does as right’s
we kin.
Ef dancin’s wrong, O Mahsr! let de time excuse
de sin!7

Then Fiddlin’ Josey begins a tune and they dance until ex
hausted. The fiddle then dismissed and Johnny Booker is called
on for a story. His account of the first banjo told in epic narrative
style.

The structure of the poem reminds one of Burn’ “Jolly Beggars”
and "The Cotter’s Saturday Night,” although the characters and set
ting are very definitely localized in Mississippi and in the vicinity
of the Mississippi River.
"Dar’s gwine to be a ’oberflow,” said Noah,
lookin’ solemn—
Fur Noah tuk the "Herald,” an he read de ribber
column—
An’ so he sot his hands to wuk a-clarin timber
patches,
And ’lowed he’s gwine to build a boat to beat
“the steamah Natchez.8
6 Christmas Night in the Quarters,” Poems by Irwin Russell (New York:
The Century Company, c. 1888), p. 1. This poem was. first published in
Scribners Monthly
XV (January, 1878), 445-448.
Ibid., p. 8.
8Ibid.,p. 11.
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In addition to giving actual names, Russell makes extensive use
of the unreconstructed Negro’s speech patterns, his sententious re
marks made humorous with malapropisms and dialect, his adept
ness in rationalizing his chicken stealing and other forms of petty
thievery, his loyalty to his former master, his good natured exuber
ance, and his awe of the police office and the law. Russell does
not let the old Negro’s ability to flatter go unnoticed, even as he
is about to cheat a cotton buyer by concealing rocks in a bale of
cotton.

... I alluz tells the people, white an’ black,
Dat you’ a r’al genTman, and dat’s de Jibin’ fac’—
Yes, sah, dat’s what I tells ’em, an it’s nuffin else
but true,
An’ all de cullud people thinks a mighty heap
of you.9

All of these things have subsequently served to enrich American
literature.
Russell’s early death, however, prevented him from exploiting
this vein of local color material to the fullest extent; nevertheless,
his work prompted others to go on with it. In more recent years
one finds essentially the same kind of treatment of Negro material
in the work of Roark Bradford and Paul Green. According to Joel
Chandler Hams, it was Russell who was among the first—if not
the very first—of Southern writers to appreciate die literary possi
bilities of the negro character, and of the unique relations existing
between the two races before the war, and was among the first
to develop them.”10 When asked on one occasion whether there
was any real poetry in the Negro character, Russell replied en
thusiastically:

I tell you it is inexhaustible. The Southern
Negro has only just so much civilization as his
contact with the white man has given him. He
has been only indirectly influenced by the discov
eries of science, the inventions of human inge
nuity and the general progress of manland ....
. .and yet he has often manifested a foresight and
wisdom in practical matters worthy of the higher
9Ibid„ p. 19.
loIbid., p. ix.
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races. You may call it instinct, imitation, what
you will; it has nevertheless a foundation. I am
a Democrat, was a rebel, but I have long since
felt that the Negro, even in his submission and
servitude, was conscious of his higher nature
and must some day assert it.11
On another occasion, Russell stated that he had lived long
enough with Negroes and long enough away from them to appre
ciate their peculiarities, to "understand their character, disposition,
language, customs, and habits.”12 Unmistakably, he was a con
scious artist. He was aware of the differences from area to area
within the South and spoke of the dialect of his section, Port Gib
son, Misissippi, and compared it to dialects of other sections. In a
letter to a friend he calls attention to the distinct character of two
different dialects in the South. He says
That which obtains in the Southwest is the
“Virginia” form, which is totally different from
the one used in South Carolina, eastern Georgia,
Florida, etc. The latter resembles the darky lan
guage of the British West Indies. The different
regions were supplied with slaves from different
parts of Africa, which accounts for the difference
in dialect. There is a colored man here, who is
from Charleston, at whom the other negroes
laugh, because he talks “Souf C’linahe says
“him” for “it” and “dead” for to “die.”13

Some of Russell’s chief faults are inconsistencies of spelling, even
within the same line (de and the, an and and, whut and what, sah
and sar, etc.), and he frequently makes use of eye-dialect, misspell
ings that pronounce the same as correct spellings.
In commenting on Russell’s dialect, Joel Chandler Harris noted
that
The most wonderful thing about the dialect
poetry of IRWIN RUSSELL is his accurate con
ception of the negro character. The dialect
11Marble, “Irwin Russell,” p. 214.
12Ibid., p. 199.
13Ibid., p. 200.
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not always the best,—it is often carelessly writ
ten,—but the negro is there, the old-fashioned,
unadulterated negro, who
still dear to the
Southern heart.14
Dr. Alphonso Smith has said that Russell’s "dialect, both in its
grammar and in its rhetoric,
an improvement on everything that
preceded it.”15 His use of dialect should establish him as one of
the monuments in the literary field of Negro dialect and Negro char
acter writing. Professor Alfred Allen Kern has said: "It is his dis
tinction to have discovered not only a new literary form—the negro
dialect poem—but also a new literary field—that of negro life—which
has since been the most widely cultivated of all fields in Southern
literature.”16

Russell’s genius began to wane after he had been in New York
for a short time. This decline was partially due to his wretched ex
periences in the Port Gibson yellow fever epidemic prior to his leav
ing for New York. Most of his poems after this period betray a
note of sadness; the humorous touches in his earlier poems are
lacking. No doubt the fact that he had removed himself from his
native sources had something to do with this absence of humor.
He was too remote from his source of material. Fred Lewis Pattee
commented about Russell:
To him poetry meant something not esoteric
and idealized, but something that lay very close
to the life of every day, something redolent
of humanity, like Burns’s songs. He maintained
that his own inspiration had come not at all from
other poets, but from actual contact with the
material that he made use of.17
i

Dr. Russell, Irwin Russell’s father, died in April, 1879. Russell,
far from home, became sad and homesick. His health began to
fail and nostalgia clouded his brain. He was sick for many weeks
and was cared for by Bunner and Johnson. After partially recov14Poems of Russell, pp. x-xi.
15Alphonso Smith, “Dialect Writers,” Cambridge History of American Lit
erature, William P. Trent and others, eds. (New York: G. P. Putnams Sons,
1919), II, 354.
16Alfred
“Irwin Russell, Library of Southern Literature,
C.
Harris and R. A. Aiderman, eds. (Atlanta, Georgia: Martin & Hoyt Company,
1907), X, 5606.
17Fred Lewis Pattee, A History of American Literature Since
(New
York: The Century Company, 1921), p. 230.
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ering his health, he secured, a place as a coal heaver below decks
on the freighter, Knickerbocker, and reached New Orleans during
the latter part of August, 1879. Upon arrival in the city he was
black, dirty, and without money and friends. He immediately set
out to find employment.
I wrote out some stuff—an account of the trip,
I believe—and signing my own name to it, took
it to the office of the New Orleans Times. The
City editor, Maj. Robinson, took my copy, looked
me over as if he wondered how such a dirty
wretch ever got hold of it, and asked me how I
came by it. I told him that I had traveled south
on the ship with Mr. Russell, and that he had
sent me. "Go back and tell Mr. Russell that I
would be pleased to see him” said the Major and
I did
I could not present myself again at the
Times office,
I left a letter there, telling the
whole truth, and winding up thus: "What a time I
had in that den of a fireman’ forecastle, living on
tainted meat and genuine Mark Twain 'Slum
gullion,’ I won’t try to tell you. I only tell you
all this to make you understand why I did not let
you know I was my own messenger last night.
I never was in such a state before in all my life,
and was ashamed to make myself known. How
ever, needs must when the devil drives. I sup
pose I am not the only sufferer from Penurge’s
disease, lack o’ money, but it hard to smoke the
pipe of contentment when you can’t get to
bacco. 18
Russell’s experiences are described in "Fulton’s Seaman,” his
first contribution to the New Orleans Times, August 24, 1879. This
piece was instrumental in getting him a place on the staff of the
Times, later known as the Times Picayune.

Immediately after Dr. Russell’s death, Irwin’s mother and sis
ters had gone to California—not realizing young Irwin’s condition.
18William Malone Baskervill, Southern Writers: Biographical and Critical
Studies (Nashville, Tennessee: Methodist Church Publishing House, 1902),
I, 35-36.
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Life was now running low for the young writer. His last poem,
"The Cemetery,” was published in the New Orleans Times ten
days before his death. Strange to say, he did not appeal to mem
bers of his family or to friends in Port Gibson—many of whom
would no doubt have come to his assistance if they had known
his predicament. Pride and sensitive temperament kept him
struggling alone and living in a cheap boarding house of an Irish
woman on 73 Franklin Street. She did what she could for him,
but liquor and exposure had done their worst for his frail body
and he was too weak to recover. Letters came from his mother and
sweetheart but were too late. His landlady is said to have written
a full account of Russell’s death to his family, but the contents were
never revealed. He died on December
1879. His body was
first interred in New Orleans and later moved to Bellefontaine
Cemetery in St. Louis.
From 1879 until 1888, Irwin Russell was almost forgotten. In
1888 a small collection of poems with a preface by Joel Chandler
Harris was published by friends. During the same year Russell’s
cousin and close friend, Charles C. Marble, contributed an excel
lent biographical sketch to The Critic, which came out in the Octo
ber and November issues. The October number also published a
review of the 1888 edition of Russell’s poems. In 1907, a tribute to
the poet’s memory was paid by the school teachers of Mississippi.
They had a bust made of him which was placed in the Hall of
Fame in the capitol building in Jackson, Mississippi. It has since
been placed in one of the rooms of the Old Capitol, now restored
as a museum. It a particularly fine piece of work done by Elsie
Herring, a pupil of Augustus Saint-Gaudens.

In 1917, Professor Maurice Garland Fulton, with the help of
Mrs. J. M. Taylor, published a more complete edition of Russell’s
poems which includes a biographical sketch of the poet.19
Today Russell is remembered largely for his "Christmas Night
in the Quarters.” Though he was the first to realize the value of
the Negro as a literary character, his untimely death prevented his
giving a more complete treatment of him. In his own time, Joel
Chandler Harris was of the opinion that he did not know where "a
19Irwin Russell, Christinas Night in the Quarters and Other Poems, with an introduction by Joel Chandler Harris and an historical sketch by Maurice Gar
land Fulton (New York: The Century Company, 1917).
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happier or more perfect representation of negro character could
be found.”20 Harris, Page, and others further exploited Russell’s
vein of literary material and in
doing contributed significantly
toward the establishment of the literature of the New South.
20Ibid., p. xi.
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JOSEPH OF ARIMATHEA AND A CHALICE
by Allen Cabaniss

In 1920 Miss Jessie L. Weston asserted that "there is no Chris
tian legend concerning Joseph of Arimathea and the Grail.” She
continued: "Neither in Legendary, nor in Art, is there any trace of
the story; it has no existence outside the Grail literature, it is the
creation of romance, and no genuine tradition.”1 The foregoing
words echo Miss Weston’s earlier view expressed in 1913, in which
she had pointed out "the absolute dearth of ecclesiastical tradi
tion with regard to the story of Joseph and the Grail.”2 Only seven
years later, in 1927, William A. Nitze, in his edition of Robert de
Boron’s Le roman de l'estoire dou Graal, commented on the "book”
referred to in lines 932 ff. of the poem that it was "doubtless
some edifying treatise like the Gemma animae by Honorius Augustodunensis.”3
The passage which Nitze cited may be translated as follows:

While the priest is saying, "Per omnia saecula
saeculorum,”4 the deacon comes, lifts up the
chalice before him, covers part of it with a napL. Weston, From Ritual to Romance (Garden City, N. Y.: Double
and Co., 1957; originally published in 1920), p. 2.
2Ibid., p. 70, n. 3.
3Robert de Boron (late 12th century), Le roman de lestoire dou Graal,
ed William A. Nitze (Paris: Honore Champion, 1927), xl, 124. See also
Nitze, “Messire Robert de Boron: Enquiry and Summary, Speculum, XXVIII,
No. 2 (April, 1953), 283 f. In his edition of Boron’s Roman, Nitze acknowl
edged that the relationship between Honorius and the Grail legend had al
ready been noted by Adolf Birch-Hirschfeld, Die Sage vom Gral (Leipzig,
1877), p. 217.
4End of the Canon of the Mass just before the Lord’s Prayer.
1
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kin, replaces it on the altar, and covers it with
the corporal, representing Joseph of Arimathea
who took Christs body down, covered his face
with a napkin, placed it in a tomb, covered it
with a stone. Here the sacrifice [oblata] and
the chalice are covered with the corporal, which
signifies the clean shroud in which Joseph wrap
ped the body of Christ. The chalice signifies the
sepulcher; the paten, the stone which closed the
sepulcher. . . .5

Still later Pierre le Gentil also mentioned Honorius6 and so did
Miss Helen Adolf.7 The latter in her notes made an additional
reference to Hildebert of Tours.8 Research since Miss Weston’s
book has therefore refuted her emphatic and positive words quot
ed above. There is a "trace of the story” of Joseph and a chalice
apart from Grail literature; it is not "the creation of romance.” It
remains now to demonstrate that there was a "genuine tradition”
associating Joseph of Arimathea with a chalice, not indeed as
early as Glastonbury fans might desire, nor even geographically
close to Glastonbury, but early enough and close enough.
Those writers who have referred to Honorius might have in
quired into his sources, for we may assume that he was not orig
inal. In fact some of his contemporaries made assertions quite
similar to his. Rupert of Deutz, for example, has the following:
Then the deacon approaches and for a mo
ment lifts the sacrifice reverently from the altar;
then just like the priest himself puts it down
again, because Joseph of Arimathea and Nicod
emus, too, came with the centurion and, beg
ging the body of Jesus from Pilate, took it down
and buried it. They buried it, I say, a fact sig
5Honorius Augustodunensis (mid-12th century), Gemma animae, I,
in
Migne, Patrologia latina, CLXXII, 558BG. On Honorius, see Max Manitius,
Geschichte der lateinischen Literatur des Mittelalters, III (Munich: C. H.
Beck, 1931), 364-376.
6Pierre le Gentil, The Work of Robert de Boron and the Didot Perceval”
in Arthurian Literature in the Middle Ages, ed. R. S. Loomis (Oxford: Clar
endon Press, 1959), p. 254.
7Helen Adolf, Visio Pacis: Holy City and Grail (State College, Pennsyl
vania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1960), p. 13.
Pg. 8
8Ibid., p. 180.
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nified to us when the chalice is again covered,
with the corporal?

Obviously we are entitled to ask about the origin of this
exegesis. Fortunately the answer does not lie far afield. The foun
tainhead of all such allegorical interpretation of the Liturgy was
Amalarius of Metz (d. ca 850).10 Here I take the liberty of
citing a lengthy passage from his very influential work:
While they were thus looking on, there came
“ a man named Joseph who was a councillor, a
good and upright man. He had not agreed to
their plan or deeds. From Arimathea, a city of
Judea, he too was looking for the kingdom of
God. This one approached Pilate and requested
the body of Jesus. When it was taken down he
wrapped it in a shroud and placed it in a rockhewn tomb in which no one had yet been
placed.”11
Although he had been one of the secret dis
ciples, he publicly surpassed them all, both dis
ciples and apostles. For while the disciples were
only standing a long way off and looking on,
while the apostles were even hiding away in
secret places, Joseph purchased the shroud to
wrap the dead body of Jesus. Of what great im
portance this Joseph was is mentioned in Bede’s
commentary on Luke: “Jospeh was indeed of
high dignity in the eyes of the world, but he is
honored as having been of greater favor in the
eyes of God. For through the uprightness of his
merits he was deemed worthy to bury the Lord’s
body and through the eminence of his political
power he was able to secure possession of it.
An unknown person could not have gone to a
9Rupertus Tuitiensis (early 12th century), De divinis officiis, II, 15 (PL,
CLXX, 45BC). On Rupert, see Manitius, op. cit., pp. 127-135; or more briefly,
George E. McCracken and Allen
Early Medieval Theology (Library
of Christian Classics, IX; Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1957), pp. 249-256.
10Allen Cabaniss, Amalarius of Metz (Amsterdam: North-Holland Pub
lishing Co., 1954), passim.
11Luke 23:50-53.
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presiding official and demanded the body of a
crucified man.’'12
The archdeacon who lifts the chalice along
with the priest holds eminence among other
deacons, so also this Joseph who was counted
worthy to take the Lord’s body down from the
cross and bury it in his own tomb held eminence
among the other disciples. Formerly the same
man was reckoned to stand with the apostles,
since he had once hidden for fear of the Jews.
The priest who elevates the sacrifice [oblata]
represents Nicodemus, of whom John relates:
"Moreover Nicodemus, who had first come to
Jesus by night, also came bringing a mixture of
myrrh and aloes, about a hundred pounds. They
therefore took the body of Jesus and wrapped it
in linen cloths with spices, as it the custom of
the Jews to bury.”13 With the sacrifice the priest
makes two crosses near the chalice, to teach that
he who was crucified for the two people has
been taken down from the cross. The elevation
by both priest and deacon signifies Christ’s de
position from the cross.

A napkin is known to have been over the
head of Jesus, for John observes that Peter saw
"the linens placed and the napkin which had
been over the head” of Jesus.14 The sacrifice and
chalice signify the Lord’s body. When Christ
said, "This the chalice of my blood,”15 he sig
nified his own blood. As the wine is inside the
chalice, so was this blood inside the body.16
12Bede, In Lucae evangelium expositio, VI,
(PL, XCII, 621A); also in
J. A. Giles, Venerabilis Bedae opera quae supersunt omnia, XI (London:
Whittaker and Co., 1844), 371.
13John 19:39 f.
14John 20:6, f.; cited inaccurately in J. M. Hanssens, Amalarii episcopi
opera liturgica omnia, II (Studi e Testi, 139; Città del Vaticano: Biblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana, 1948), p. 347.
15A quotation from the Canon, not from Scripture.
16Amalarius, Liber officialis. III, 26, 7-9 (Hanssens, op. cit., 345 f.). In
terestingly enough the name of Joseph of Arimathea is not listed in the Index
of this fine modem edition.
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We may safely state that all later liturgiologists were employ
ing not only the method but also the material of Amalarius whether
they acknowledged indebtedness or not. And well they might have
hesitated to mention his name, for his writing had, in part at
least, been condemned as heretical. We must now, however, go a
step further and ask about the source from which Amalarius de
rived his theories.
Although it is known to us that Amalarius had two predecessors
who treated the Liturgy allegorically, one a Latin writer, the
other a Greek, he was apparently not aware of them.17 The
practice of treating Scripture and the theology as allegory is, of
course, very old, reaching back into the Bible itself, receiving a
tremendous impetus at the hands of Origen, and having a con
tinuous history throughout the Middle Ages. This method Amalar
ius probably learned from the Venerable Bede by way of Alcuin.18
But his application of it to the Liturgy was certainly his own. In
deed he claimed the immediate inspiration of God for his inter
pretation, particularly in reference to the Joseph-chalice complex.
In what was perhaps the latest revision of his great masterpiece,
he wrote:

Quite recently it was revealed to me (I be
lieve by the one who opens and no one closes)
what could be reasonably said about the Lord’s
body placed on the altar and about the chalice
beside it, without violating the teaching of those
who seek to explain to me in other and better

ways how and why the bread is differently placed
on the altar and the chalice near it.
From that place in the Canon where it is
written, “Unde et memores sumus,”19 the altar
Christ’ cross, down to the point at which the
chalice is wrapped in the napkin of the deacon,
in the place of Joseph who wrapped the Lord’s
body in a shroud and napkin. . . .20
17Cabaniss,
cit., p. 100.
l8Ibid.
19Seventh paragraph of the Canon.
20Amalarius,
cit., IV, 47, 1 (Hanssens, op. cit., 542).
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It may eventually be possible to go back of Amalarius, but not
at the present stage of investigation. Amalarius was the first writer,
so far as we now know, to present Joseph of Arimathea with a
chalice in his hand. And it was from him that authors like Honorius
of Autun and Rupert of Deutz learned, as (according to Nitze and
others) it was from them that Robert de Boron adapted. From
Amalarius of Metz, who died more than three hundred years be
fore Robert, there a direct line through the liturgical scholars of
the Middle Ages to Honorius and even later ones.21 If Nitze's note

21One may cite, for instance, the late 13th century work of William Durand,
bishop of Mende, Rationale dioinorum officioruin, ed. Joseph Dura (Naples:
J. Dura, 1859), IV, 22, 23 (ed. cit., 287 f.):
Thereupon the deacon approaches and for a moment lifts the
(the chalice with the corporal) from the altar; then just like the priest
himself puts it down, because (as it is reported in John 20) Joseph
Arimathea and Nicodemus came and begging the body of
from Pilate
it down and buried it. The priest therefore as he elevates represents
Nicodemus; the elevation itself indicates Christ’s deposition from the cross;
the replacing [on the altar] indicates the placing in the sepulcher. . . .
It is fitting therefore while these words [Praeceptis salutaribus moniti]
are being said that the body and blood should be lifted up and put down,
representing the lifting of Christ’s body from the earth and its being
placed in the sepulcher, because Joseph (who took it down from the cross,
silver
Joseph
it ted
up
it in the
wasbeen "ad
was
in placed
” from the earth, and
in sepulcher) had
orders.
monished” and taught by Christ’s "salutary commands,” as his faithful
disciples had been. It is therefore said of him in Mark [15-43]: "He too
looking for the kingdom of God.” The consecrated body and blood are
lifted up at the same time, because
himself (as certain ones say)
placed the body with the blood together in the sepulcher. . . .
The deacon therefore puts the corporal over the mouth of the chalice
when he sets it down, because when the Lord had been buried Nicodemus
“rolled a great stone at the door of the tomb” [Matt. 27:60], The deacon
also wrapping the chalice with the corporal represents Joseph, who
"wrapped the Lord’s body "in a clean shroud” [Matt. 27:59].
The significant, words are the parenthetic ones, "as certain ones say” (ut
quidam ferunt). They suggest that, by the time of William Durand, the Grail
literature was in its turn affecting the interpretation of the Liturgy. The name
of Joseph of Arimathea does not appear in the Index of this edition of the
Rationale.
Since reference is often made to Helmand (early 13th century), Chronicon,
XLV, anno 718 (PL, CCXII, 814D-815A), it is here included although it adds
nothing for our particular purpose:
A marvelous vision was revealed at that time to a certain hermit in Britain.
It was about St. Joseph the councillor who took the Lord’s body down
from the cross and about that bowl or dish
which the Lord ate with
his disciples. A story entitled, "Concerning the Grail,” was related about
it by the same hermit. Qradalis, or in French gradale, is said to be a dish
broad and somewhat deep,
which costly delicacies in their proper suc
cession are usually served step by step [gradatim] by rich people, one
morsel after another in different
In the vernacular language it is
called graalz because it is pleasing [grata] and delightful to the one eating
from it. This may be either because of the container, since it
perhaps
of
or some other precious metal; or because of its contents, that is,
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alluding to Honorius is correct—and it is obviously accepted by
other scholars—a. "genuine tradition" which is not "the creation of
romance” did exist; a "Christian legend” concerning Joseph of
Arimathea and a chalice did exist "outside the Grail literature.” If
moreover Amalarius’s claim to originality and direct inspiration is
true—and there is at present no documentary evidence to contra
dict it—the rapprochement of Joseph and the chalice is a result of
the intuitive and creative imagination of Amalarius himself, a feat
of which, in view of its consequences, he could well be inordinately
proud.22
the manifold order of
delicacies. I have not been able to find this
story written in Latin. It is held by certain noblemen to be written only in
French, but (as they say) it cannot be easily found in its entirety. I have
not yet been able to secure this from anyone
read it carefully. But as
soon
I can, I will translate the more truthful and useful parts succinctly
into Latin.
The words translated above as “bowl” (catinus) and “dish” (paropsis) are
the words employed respectively in the Vulgate Mark 14:20 and Matt. 26:28
to render the Greek trublion. Reference is obviously to the Passover dish of
charoseth (crushed fruits and bitter herbs), as appears by the mention of
“delicacies” in it, not to the dish containing the matzoth or the one with the
Paschal lamb.
22See Cabaniss, op. cit., 44, 53, 64, etc., for other imaginative and original
elements in the thought of Amalarius. I should perhaps add that while I agree
in general with Urban T. Holmes and Amelia Klenke, Chretien, Troyes, and
the Grad (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1959), their book
does not assist my argument.
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LITERARY CONVENTION IN
THE BOOK OF THE DUCHESS
by Rebecca Larche Moreton

With conventional genres such as the love-vision, the temptatation to find the source of a particular detail in another poem of
the same type sometimes overpowers the most careful scholar. The
root of the problem is an inconsistency in the definition of the term
"literary convention." The following examination of some of the
claims made for
of the Book of the Duchess illustrates the
lack of agreement on the subject.1

One basic critical difficulty besetting those who look for sources
for the Book of the Duchess is a difference of opinion as to what
constitutes the core of the plot, Kittredge, upon finding that many
details of language in the Duchess appeared also in Guillaume de
Machaut's Le Jugement dou Roy de Behaigne, believed that the
general plot of Chaucer's poem likewise owed something to Behaigne.8 The meeting between the Dreamer and the Black Knight
in the Duchess and that between the Knight and the Lady in Behaigne present five major similarities: (1) At the initial meeting,
The speaker cannot elicit response from the one spoken to; (2)
Chaucer’s Knight and Machaut's Lady apologize profusely for un
intentional rudeness in ignoring the speakers; (3) the characters
1A fuller treatment of the use of "literary convention" is included in the
present writer’s Chaucer and the Old French Poets, unpublished thesis, the
University of Mississippi, I960, in which source-criticism of The House of
Fame, The Parliament of Fowls and the Preface to The Legend of Good
Women is also examined,
2The date of the Duchess is assumed to be between 1369 and 1372 after
the death of John of Gaunt’s first wife, Blanche, and before his remarriage;
the poem is generally regarded as an elegy on Blanche,
3George Lyman Kittredge, "Chauceriana,” MP, VII (1910), 465.
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in both poems agree to reveal their respective woes; (4) the Knight
tells the Dreamer that he had been devoted to the service of love
even before his affection fell upon any particular woman: this
passage corresponds to two sections in Behaigne, one a similar
avowal by the Knight and the other a part of the Lady’s speech;
(5) the details of first meetings with lovers related by the Knight
and the Lady are alike, as are the descriptions of the ladies.4 These
similarities seemed sufficient to Kittredge to prove that Behaigne
was the model for the Duchess. But Haldeen Braddy, whose analy
sis of the Duchess9 sources will be discussed later, points out equal
ly significant dissimilarities between the Duchess and Behaigne.
The French poem is a love-débat, while the English one concerns
a lover being comforted by a sympathetic listener; Chaucer is deal
ing with a knight and a poet, while Machaut’s characters are a
knight and a lady; the débat ends in reconciliation of the lovers,
while the English Dreamer tries unsuccessfully to console the Knight
for his dead mistress. Braddy therefore states that Chaucer is in
reality very little indebted to Machaut’s poem and that even Lowes
seems to go too far in asserting that Chaucer ‘catches the sug
gestion for his central situation from Machaut.5
W.
Sypherd cites another work which he prefers as a source
of the Duchess: the anonymous Old French love-vision called Le
Songe Vert. In each poem he finds the literary device of a dream;
the narrator in distress rising early to go to a garden where birds
are singing lays; a complaint by a lover dressed in black; the ap
pearance of the Queen of Love, who defends herself from berating
by the dreamers; identical causes of grief: each lover’ lady has
died because of Fortune; and the worship of a flower, the symbol of
the lady whom the goddess of love will give to the dreamer. Final
ly, both poems can be dated about the middle of the fourteenth
4Ibid., p. 470.
5 L. Lowes, Geoffrey Chaucer (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934), p. 126,
quoted by Haldeen Braddy, “Chaucer’s Book of the Duchess and Two of
Graunson’s Complaintes,” MLN, LII (1937), 488. Schaar urges care in speak
ing of borrowings in the episode of the meeting between the poet and the
Knight and characterized the assumptions of Kittredge, Sypherd, and Braddy
as somewhat mechanically” applied: We may say that the situations in
the
texts
in a general way, and more or less vaguely, have
been at the back of [Chaucer’s] mind when he was composing the meeting
with the knight; but it is a dangerous enterprise to try to unravel the influence
detail.” Claes Schaar, The Golden Mirror: Studies in Chaucers Descrip
tive Technique and Its Literary Background (Lund, C.W.K. Gleerup, 1955),
p. 23, n. 2.
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century.6 Though he offers Le Songe as a possible source of the
Duchess, Sypherd makes no attempt to prove that Chaucer knew
the French poem. It should be noted that whether any influence
actually took place between the two poems, the appearance in the
middle of the fourteenth century of the numerous similarities Syp
herd names seems to indicate the existence of the items as conven
tions at that time.
By changing the analysis of important points of the plot, Braddy
finds that neither Le Songe nor Behaigne can be the source of the
Duchess, since neither contains the central action of a poet’s at
tempting to comfort a bereaved knight. Furthermore, neither of
the French poems displays the “fundamentally striking feature” of
a knight who makes a formal plaint to himself. These two features,
continues Braddy, might be considered original with Chaucer ex
cept that they appear in two poems of Oton de Graunson, La Complainte de Tan nouvel and La Complainte de saint Valentine.
Though the substance of the first poem
different from that of
the Duchess, Braddy nevertheless points out the following resem
blances: (1) the settings are the same, i. e. in the woods toward
morning; (2) each poet is moody and longs for diversion; (3) the
principal characters are the same,
e. a poet and a knight; (4)
Chaucer’s knight and Graunson’s chevalier both make complaints
to themselves, while each poet tries to comfort the sufferer.7 To
the possible objection that the chevalier is inconsolable not at the
death of his mistress, but at her unkindness in the face of his con
stant devotion, Braddy retorts that he finds this detail in La Com
plainte de saint Valentine, and thus he accounts for all the important
points of Chaucer’s main situation.8 “In view of the foregoing evi
dence, these two French texts appear to have had a direct influence
on the Book of the Duchess,” declares Braddy, and then he appears
to weaken:
6W. O. Sypherd, “Le Songe Vert and Chaucer’s Dream Poems,” MLN,
XXIV (1909), 46-47.
7 Braddy, “Chaucer’s Book of the Duchess” p. 498.
8Ibid., p. 490. There exists a slight difficulty in the dating of the two
French poems, namely, that the date of neither of them is
“there are
reasons . . . for believing that the French poems were certainly written at
least before Sir Oton’s departure from Spain in 1374 and accordingly at a
date either prior to or contemporary with the composition of the Duchess.
Braddy, Chaucer and the French Poet Graunson (Baton Rouge, Louisiana:
Louisiana State University Press, 1947), p. 60.
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The acceptance of this conclusion does not imply
that Chaucer in several passages of his narrative
was not also drawing upon other French sources.
The two complaints of Graunson are of course
only further illustrations of a literary genre in the
fourteenth century quite à la mode. But the
highly significant fact that Chaucer and Graun
son depart from the conventional mode at almost
exactly the same points.9

That is to say, the points on which Chaucer and Graunson agree
are to be taken as departures from the convention, while other
matters, those upon which the two may or may not agree, are to
be considered as the convention itself.
Later evidence may force the changing of even the most cer
tain interpretation of influence. Before the dates of composition of
the Duchess and Jean Froissart’s Paradys d’Amours had been de
termined, a likeness between the two had been observed: both
Furnival and Skeat declared of the Duchess that "the opening lines
of this poem were subsequently copied (in 1384) by Froissart in
his Paradys d’Amours.”10 Kittredge, however, proved that Frois
sart’ poem preceded Chaucer’s, and the direction of influence
had to be changed: "Chaucer’s Book of the Duchess opens, as is
generally agreed, with five lines rather closely translated from
Froissart’s Paradys d’Amours.”11 The problem is not thus easily
solved, even so, for Kittredge continues, "Froissart, however, was
himself imitating a passage from Guillaume de Machaut’s ‘Fontaine
Amoreuse’,. . . ”12 and, according to Kittredge, Chaucer knew both
the Paradys and the Fontaine.

Equally likely sources may be found for the same lines; for
example, the details of 11. 16-21 of the Duchess have been seen in
9Braddy, “Chaucer’s Book of the Duchess," pp. 490-491. For those whom
the above discussions fail
convince, there remains Professor S. P. Dawson’s
fascinating theory, reported by F. H. Robinson, ed., The Works of Geoffrey
Chaucer, 2nd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1957), p. 775, that the
Book of the Duchess represents an actual dream of Chaucer’s. The story’s
resemblance to a dream had been mentioned earlier by Kittredge, Chaucer and
His Poetry (London: Oxford University Press, 1915), pp. 67 ff.
l0Walter William Skeat, The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer (Ox
ford: Clarendon Press, 1894-1900), I, 462.
11Kittredge, “Guillaume de Machaut and the Book of the Duchess,” PMLA,
XXX (1915), 1.
12Ibid.
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two poems. One, the twelfth-century Lay de Tydotrel, sometimes
said to be by Marie de France, contains the same sentiments as
Chaucer’s lines:
Book of the Ducket:
And well ye woot, agaynes kynde
Hyt were to lyven in thys wyse;
For nature wolde nat suffyse
To noon erthly creature
Nat long tyme to endure
Withoute step and be in sorwe13
Lay de Tydorel:
"ai oi parler
Et a plusors genz reconter
Por verité que n'est pas d'ome
Qui ne dart ne qui ne prent somme."14
The more frequently mentioned possibility is that the lines came
from the beginning of Machaut's first Complainte:
"Amours, tu m'as tant esté dure
Et si m'a tant duré et dure
Le durté que pour toy endure
Que d'endurer
mis a discomfiture
Que de garir est aventure;
Et croy que c'est contre nature
D'einsi durer."15

A written "source" may compete with life or chance: Chaucers
reference, 1.
"'That I have suffered this eight year," may be
autobiographical,16 describing either
marriage or another love;
or it may be imitated from Machaut's Behaigne:
"Sir, l a bien set ans ou huit entiers,
Que mes cuers a esté sers, . . .17
Loomis cites a similar, more extended passage which contains all of
13Robinson, Works of Chaucer, p0 2&L
14Ll. 325-330P quoted by Mortimer Jo Donovan, "The Book of the
Duchess: vv. 16-20," N&Q (August, 1950), pp, 333-334,
15Quoted by Kittredge, "Machaut and the Duchess,' p. 2.
16Skeat, Complete Works, I, 463.
17Quoted by Roger St Loomis, "Chaucers Eight Years' Sickness,' MLN,
LIX (1944), 179.
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Machaut’s details except a mention of eight years.18 The number
of years may be accidental: "Since the situation and the sentiments
are paralleled again and again in the French poets of the period,
it is safest to regard the account as pure convention.”19
"For there is physicien but oon/ That may me hele; . . .”20 Of
this metaphor Robinson writes: "The comparison of the lady to a
physician is a commonplace,”21 but he agrees with Kittredge22
that Chaucer may have used Machaut’s Remede de Fortune, 11.
1467-1469: "Qu’en monde na homme ne fame/ Qui medecine/ Y
sceiist, se ce n est ma dame.”23
Beginning at 1.
Chaucer describes reading a book as a cure
for sleeplessness. Sypherd calls this action a convention of the love
vision poems, whereas Stearns holds that it became a convention
only after Chaucer used it here.24 And Miss Everett finds that the
device came specifically from Froissart’s L’Espinette Amoureuse 25
Skeat notes resemblances between the dream in 11. 291 ff. and
parts of the Roman de la Rose; Miss Cipriani adds others.26 Lines
339-343, according to Skeat, come from 11. 124-125 of the Roman,
but Kittredge feels they are closer to 11. 13-14 of Behaigne:

Roman de la Rose:
"Clere et serie et bele estoit
La matinee, et atempree ”
Le Jugement dou Roy de Behaigne:
"Et li jours fu attemprez, par mesure
Biaus, clers, luisans, nés et purs, sans froidure.”27

Book of the Duchess:
"And eke the welken was so fair—
18Ibid., p. 80. Note that Machaut says "seven or eight” years.
19Robinson, Works of Chaucer, p. 774.
20Ibid., p. 267.
21Ibid., p. 774.
22Kittredge, "Machaut and the Duchess,” p. 4.
23Robinson, Works of Chaucer, p. 774.
24M. W. Steames, "Chaucer
a Book” MLN, LVII (1942), 28 ff.
25Dorothy Everett, Essays on Middle English Literature, ed. Patricia Kean
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955), p. 10.
26Lisi Cipriani, "Studies in the Influence of the Roman de la Rose upon
Chaucer,” PMLA, XXII (1907), 555-556. The whole group of poems known
as love-visions or dream-poems may be said, of course, to be descended from
the Roman.
27Quoted by Kittredge, "Machaut and the Duchess, p. 6.
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Blew, bryght, clere was the ayr,
And ful attempre for soth hyt was;
For nother to cold nor hoot yt nas,
Ne in al the welken was no clowde.”28
Kittredge compares the puppy episode, 11. 388-397, to Machaut's Dit dou Lyon, 11.325-349. Parts of the two passages appear
here for examination:

Le Dit dou Lyon:
"Lors vint vers moy, tout belement,
Li lions, aussi humblement
Com se fust un petit chiennet.
Et quant ce vi, je dis, ‘Bien est,'
Si li mis ma main sua la teste.
Mais plus doucement qu’autre beste
Le souffri et joint les oreilles.”29
Book of the Duchess, 11. 388-394:
"And as I wente, ther cam by mee
A whelp, that fanned me as I stood,
That had yfolowed, and koude no good.
Hyt com and crepte to me as lowe
Ryght as hyt hadde me yknowe,
Held doun hys hed and joyned hys eres,
And leyde al smothe doun hys heres.”30

The lady in Behaigne
followed by a chiennet which does not
know Guillaume and barks and snaps at him:31 Kittredge sees
Chaucers puppy as a composite of the lyon and the chiennet. But
Kemp Malone places the puppy in a conventional group of ani
mals which in medieval literature served to entice the innocent to a
fairy mistress.32

Some passages have suggested numbers of possible sources; just
as the lack of a specific source for a passage containing a familiar
element argues for the conventional nature of the passage, so the
existence of several possible models would seem to indicate that
28Robinson, Works of Chaucer, p. 270.
29Kittredge, “Machaut and the Duchess,” p. 7.
30Rebinson, Works of Chaucer, p. 271.
31Kittredge, "Machaut and the Duchess, p. 7.
32
Malone, Chapters
Chaucer (Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hop
kins Press, 1951), p. 33.
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the convention was being closely followed. The first two lines of
the Black Knights Lay of Complaint, for example, are sometimes
ascribed to the Roman de la Rose, 11. 306-313, though Fansler calls
them ‘commonplaces if there ever were any.”33 Kittredge thinks
that the whole Lay may have been inspired either by Behaigne, 11.
193-200, or by 11. 1-8 of Machaut’s third Motet:
Le Jugement dou Roy de Behaigne:
“N’a mon las cuer jamais bien ne vendra
N’a nul confort n a joie n’ateindra,
Jusques atant que la mort me prendra,
Qui a grant tort
Par devers moy, quant elle ne s’amort
A moy mordre de son dolereus mort,
Quant elle m’a dou tout tollu et mort
Mon dous ami.”

Motet in:
“He! Mors, com tu es haie
De moy, quant tu as ravie
Ma joie, ma druerie,
Mon solas,
Par qui je sui einsi mas
Et mis de si haut si bas,
Et ne me ponies pas
Assaillir.”34
Book of the Duchess:
“I have of sorwe gret won
That joye gete I never non
Now that I see my lady bryght,
Which I have loved with al my myght,
Is fro me ded and ys agoon.
Allas, deth, what ayleth the,
That thou noldest have taken me,
Whan thou toke my lady swete,
That was so fair, so fresh, so fre,
So good, that men may wel se
Of al goodnesse she had no mete!”35
33D.S. Fansler, Chaucer and the Roman de la Rose (New York, 1914), p.
146.
34Quoted by Kittredge, “Machaut and the Duchess," p. 8
35Robinson, Works of Chaucer, p. 271.
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The lovely ladies of 11.
are found by Miss Cipriani in 11.
619-620 of the Roman, by Fansler36 in 11. 281-284 of Behaigne, and
in 11. 155-158 of Machaut’s Dit dou Vergier,

Roman de la Rose:
Les plus beles gens, ce sachies
Que vous james nul truissié 37
Le Jugement dou Roy de Behaigne:
Tant qu’il avint qu’en une compaignie
Ou il avoit mainte dame jolie
Jeune, gentil, joieuse, et envoise.38

Dit dou Vergier:
Car il m’iert vis que j‘e vecie
Ou j’oli praiel ou j’estoie
La plus tres belle compaignie
Qu’onques fust veiie n’oie.39

Book of the Duchess:
Trewly, the fayrest compagnye
Of ladyes that evere man with ye
Had seen togedres in oo place.40

J. M. Manly calls the description in 11. 816-1040 a "free para
phrase,” with a bit of realism added, of Geoffry de Vinsauf’s thir
teenth-century model for feminine description in Nova Poetria, 11.
563-596.41 Yet, says Miss Rosenthal, "Blanche’s virtues call to mind
the virtues of Guillaume of Li Regret de Guillaume, making due
allowance for the difference in praiseworthy qualities between the
two sexes.”42 From the list of thirty virtues, Chaucer, ‘less method
ical, but more imaginative and artistic,” distilled six, "debonairity,
wit, truth, steadfast perseverence, reason, and love”; below is the en
tire list, that the reader may decide for himself just what alchemy
36Fansler, Chaucer and the Roman de la Rose, p. 139.
37Cipriani, Studies in Influence, p. 558.
38Fansler, Chaucer and the Roman de la Rose, p. 139.
39Ernest Hoepffner,
Oeuvres de Guillaume de Machaut (Paris; Librairie de Firmin-Didot et C1®, 1908), I, 18.
4°Robinson, Works of Chaucer, p. 274.
41 M. Manly, Chaucer and the Rhetoricians (London: Oxford University
Press, 1926), p. 11.
42Constance L. Rosenthal, "A Possible
Chaucers Booke of the
Duchess—Li Regret de Guillaume by Jehan de la Mote, MLN,
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Chaucer used to extract Blanche’ six virtues from Guillaume’s
thirty:
Debonnaireté, Humility Largesse, Hardiesse,
Prouesse, Sens, Loyauté, Manière, Mesure, Tem
perance, Raison, Entendement, Suffisance, Plais
ance, Diligence, Charite, Obédience, Courtoisie,
Estableté, Conscience, Vrai foi, Grace, Justice,
Misericorde, Prévoyance, Espérance, Révérence,
Gentillesse, Puissance, and Perfection.43

Part of the passage, asserts Kittredge, came directly from Behaigne,
11. 356-358, 397-403.44 Robinson adds as possible sources Machaut’s Fortune and Lay de confort, and suggests other similar de
scriptions given by Faral.45 Yet, in the end, “This mode of de
scribing a lady feature by feature was conventional in medieval
love poetry.”46
One can see, therefore, that what to one critic clearly conven
tional may be found by another in one or more poems with which
Chaucer was or might have been familiar. Each writer is willing
to agree that the love-vision was a convention and that many of
its features appear over and over; yet each will point to specific
lines as the source of a given passage in the Duchess. The discov
ery of small details common to the Duchess and an Old French
love-vision evokes the assertion that Chaucer’s entire design
de
rivative; large plot-similarities cause the critics to look for identical
lines. Neither approach appears to be fruitful. It is evident both
that no one source has as yet been found for the whole poem and
that none
likely to be found in view of the wide popularity of
the love-vision and the frequent occurrence of certain of its fea
tures. Unless and until an incontrovertable model be found, it will
remain most realistic to say simply that Chaucer wrote the Book of
the Duchess in the convention of the love-vision; nothing more is
necessary, and certainly nothing more has been demonstrated.
43Ibid.
44Kittredge, “Chauceriana,” p. 469.
45In Les Arts poetiques du xiie et du xiiie siècle (Paris, 1924), pp. 80 ff.
46Robinson, Works of Chaucer, p. 776.
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STRUCTURE OF THREE MINOR POEMS
BY CHAUCER
by A. Wigfall Green

Three minor poems of Chaucer on abstract subjects, “Truth,"
“Gentilesse,” and “Lak of Stedfastnesse ” like many of Chaucers
other poems, indicate a sensitiveness, conscious or unconscious, to
the number three. The dictum of Brink that “The nucleus of
Chaucer's poems in isometrical stanzas
built up, as Bradshaw
was the first to recognise, in such a manner that the total number
of stanzas is divisible by three,”1 is no revelation in
far as these
poems are concerned, for Chaucer was following the form of the
French ballade, constructed also on the basis of three.

1
“Truth” is a typical ballade: it contains three stanzas; although
an envoy appears in only one manuscript and the authorship of
the envoy questioned by some scholars, it appears to be the work
of Chaucer. Each of the four parts contains seven verses of
five feet each rhyming ababbcc, or rime royal. The tripartite di
vision appears in the rhyme scheme: ab/abb/cc, or ab/ab/bcc or
aba/bb/cc. The three stanzas are equivalent to the three rhymes,
abc. If, however, we consider the pattern of rhyme to be ab/abbc/c, or ab/ab/b/cc—the former justified by the separation of the
refrain from the rest of the stanza, and the latter by the recog
nition of the rhyme of the refrain with the preceding verse—the
four divisions equate the three stanzas and the envoy.
Bernhard ten Brink, The Language and Metre of Chaucer Set Forth,
2nd ed., rev. Friedrich Kluge; trans. M. Bentinck Smith (London, 1901), p.
255; G. H. Cowling, “A Note on Chaucer’s Stanza, RES, II (1926),.311-317.
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Except for the refrain, “And trouthe thee shal delivere, it is no
drede,” no rhyme repeated in the poem.

Entirely apart from the meter, many of the verses are tri
partite in thought, sometimes aided by punctuation and alliteration:
Reule wey thyself, / that other folk / canst rede;
Stryve not, / as doth the crokke / with the wal.
The wrastling / for this world / axeth a fat
Forth, pilgrim, forth! / Forth, beste, / out of thy stal!
For thee, / and eek for other, / hevenlich mede;
And trouthe / thee shal delivere, / it is no drede.

Just as the concluding couplet of a lyric is often the personal
reaction to the established stimulus, so the envoy of this poem is
the humorous applicatio of the sober admonition of the three
stanzas. Miss Rickert believes that the application appears in
Vache, a friendly name for Sir Philip la Vache, possibly known by
Chaucer.2 If, however, it can be postulated that Grisel in the verse,
“Lo, olde Grisel lyst to ryme and playe!” contained in “Lenvoy de
Chaucer a Scogan,” is a delightful self-portrait, it may be true that
Chaucer is aiming the swordpoint of satire at himself when he
says, “Therefore, thou Vache, leve thyn old wrecchednesse.” If so,
the personal reaction to the stimulus, the conclusio, is another
excellent example of self-ridicule by Chaucer, or ridicule of Every
man including Chaucer.
Words are seldom repeated in this poem: prees in verse 1 re
appears in verse 4, and sothfastnesse in verse 1 prepares for
trouthe in each of the four refrains. In imagery, beste in the in
junction, “Forth, beste, out of thy stal!” in verse 18 leads naturally
to the injunction in verse 22, “Vache, leve thyn old wrecchednes
se.” The second stanza contains three images apparently taken
from adages: admonition is given not to trust in Fortune, “that
tumeth as a bal,” not to “sporne [spur or prick] ayeyns an al
[awl]," and not to strive and break like the earthen “crokke with
[crock against] the wal.” Other adages are used, like that in verse
16: “The wrastling for this world axeth a fal.” Antithesis is common:
Flee-dwelle, 1; Suffyce-smal, 2; Gret-litel, 10; and hoom-wildernesse,
2Edith Rickert, "Thou Vache.” MP, XI (1913), 209-225; cf. Chichevache
[Lean Cow], ‘The Clerk’s Tale/ 1188.
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17. Alliteration seems to have been used at times as a rhetorical
device: "For hord hath hate,” 3, and "Daunt thyself, that dauntest
otheres dede.”
2

The Harley 7333 manuscript of "Truth” contains a heading,
"Moral balade of Chaucyre.” Interestingly enough, the Harley 7333
manuscript of "Gentilesse” contains a similar heading, "Moral
Balade of Chancier.”3
Like "Truth,” "Gentilesse” contains three stanzas, each rhyming
ababbcc, with no rhyme repeated except in the identical refrain
of the three stanzas, "Al were he mytre, croune, or diademe."
In "Gentilesse,” however, there is no envoy; the tripartite division
thus, perfect.
The word gentilesse in the refrain of each of the first three
stanzas of "The Complaint of Venus” creates a bond between this
poem and "Gentilesse.”

The link between the title, "Gentilesse ” and the refrain is re
mote, but there are stronger ligatures: the title appears in the
first verse of the first stanza, and gentil, which also appears in the
first stanza, is repeated in the second; vertu, used twice in the
first stanza, reappears in the second stanza, and vertuous appears
in the third. Vyces of the first stanza becomes vyce in the second
and third stanzas. In the first stanza, with alliteration and anti
thesis, Chaucer asserts the duty of man who would possess "gen
tilesse”: "Vertue to sewe, and vyces for to flee.” In the second
stanza he states, with good balance of phrase, that one who pursues
"rightwisnesse” or "gentilesse” must be "True of his word” and
"Clene of his gost” and guard against the "vyce of slouthe.” In
the third stanza he says that although vice may be inherited, man
may not bequeath "vertuous noblesse” to his heirs. The word heir
of the second stanza reappears three times in the third stanza.
Abstract virtues are often rhyme words: gentilesse, dignitee,
rightwisnesse, besinesse, honestee, richesse, noblesse, and magestee
—a device also used effectively in "Truth.”
3Eleanor Prescott Hammond, Chaucer: A Bibliographical Manual (New
York, 1908), pp. 372 and 402; A Parallel-Text Edition of Chaucer's Minor
Poems, ed. Frederick Fumivall, Chaucer Soc., 1st Ser., Nos. .57-58 (London,
n.d.),p. 428.
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Largely because of its envoy, "Truth” has more charm than
"Gentilesse,” but the structure of the latter
more skillfully
wrought
3
"Lak of Stedfastnesse,” in Shirley’s manuscript R 3, 20, Trinity
College, Cambridge, called a "Balade Royal,” like "Truth” con
tains three stanzas and an envoy, each rhyming ababbcc. The
refrain of each of the three stanzas is "That al is lost for lak of
stedfastnesse.” Unlike "Truth," in which the refrain of the envoy is
identical with that of the three stanzas, the refrain of the envoy of
"Lak of Stedfastnesse” is "And wed thy folk agein to stedfastnesse,”
appropriate because it affords variety within a definite pattern
and because the envoy is addressed to King Richard II.
Each division rhymes with the other divisions; no rhyme is re
peated except in the refrain. The delightful compound up-so-doun
and the rhyme words of each of the four couplets are from Old
English; all other rhyme words originated in Latin and entered
the English language through the French. The rhyme of this bal
lade is more facile than that of the other two: because of dissensioun, collusioun, oppressioun, dominacioun, and extorcioun, in
every regioun all
up-so-doun through permutacioun, and castigacioun is necessary; because of wilfulnesse, fikelnesse, and wrecchednesse, there is no worthinesse but only lack of stedfastnesse.
Both word and world are used twice in the first stanza, and
world is repeated in both the second and third stanzas. The first
stanza with wilfulnesse is linked to the second with wilful. Truth
used twice in the third stanza and once in the envoy; thus poem
and envoy are neatly linked, and "Lak of Stedfastnesse” is unit
ed with the ballade "Truth.”
Alliteration is used infrequently but masterfully: "SOMTYME
this world was so stedfast and stable.” Synonym sometimes be
comes rhetorical decoration, as in "stedfast and stable”: "fals and
deceivable,” "wrong or oppressioun,” and "trouthe and worthines
se.” In the third stanza dual contrast is effective: "Fro right to
wrong, fro trouthe to fikelnesse.”
The three poems on abstractions, although similar in construc
tion and rhyme, have variety of tone and philosophy. The range
exemplified in the seriocomic envoy in "Truth” and the earnest
plea to King Richard II in "Lak of Stedfastnesse.”
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THE NEW PHILOSOPHY AND ITS STYLE
by Dwight Van de Vate, Jr.

The absolute idealist movement in British philosophy began
with the publication of Hutchinson Stirling’s The Secret of Hegel
in 1865. Bernard Bosanquet’s Gifford Lectures of 1911-1912 were
its last major production. By the death of F. H. Bardley in 1924 the
effective force of the movement had ended. Bradley was its most
profound and original member and his Appearance and Reality
its most influential book. A sample passage:
And hence, for the present at least, we must
believe that reality satisfies our whole being.
Our main wants—for truth and life, and for
beauty and goodness—must all find satisfaction.
And we have seen that this consummation must
somehow be experience, and be individual. Every
element of the universe, sensation, feeling,
thought, and will, must be included within one
comprehensive sentience.1

The style is grave, heightened, formal, suiting the subject—“the
Absolute.” It is impossible to think of Bradley telling a joke. He
does not preach or edify, he states the truth and the reasons for it.
His “we” refers to all who undertake the serious business of
reasoning about the ultimate nature of the universe and human
life.
After the Great War, the fashion changed. Idealism—in its
several senses—died at Ypres and the Somme. The generation that
1F. H. Bradley, Appearance and Reality (2nd ed.; Oxford: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1955), p. 140.
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marched off to the trenches with the unaffected high spirits and
copy-book maxims of Lord Baden-Powell’s England returned—the
few who did return—without illusions. To them the academic
grandiosity of absolute idealism was synthetic and dishonest. If
indeed “the utility of metaphysics is to be found in the comfort it
can give us,"2 then metaphysics, they thought, must be irrelevant
and cheap. It was time for a new philosophical fashion and for
a new style of philosophical writing.
The leaders of the new fashion were Bertrand Russell, G. E.
Moore, and the Austrian, Ludwig Wittgenstein. No one has stated
its basic theme better than Russell:
The kernel of the scientific outlook is a thing
so simple, so obvious, so seemingly trivial, that
the mention of it may almost excite derision. The
kernel of the scientific outlook is the refusal to
regard our own desires, tastes, and interests as
affording a key to the understanding of the
world.3
The hope of satisfaction to our more human de
sires—the hope of demonstrating that the world
has this or that desirable ethical characteristic—
is not one which, so far as I can see, a scientific
philosophy can do anything whatever to satisfy.4
A technological war had occurred simultaneously with revolution
ary advances in physical theory. The new philosophy therefore
was founded on the conviction that it is the function of the scien
tist alone to discover the facts. The philosopher’s concern is
not for the facts themselves, but for the language in which they
are stated. Scientists state the truth, philosophers analyze the mean
ings of words. Philosophy became “analytic.”
The new analytic philosophy was dominated between the wars
by the symbolic logic movement which stemmed from Whitehead
2J. E. McTaggart, Philosophical Studies, p. 184, quoted in G. J. Warnock,
English Philosophy since
(London: Oxford University Press, 1958),
p. 5.
3Bertrand Russell, Mysticism and Logic (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Pen
guin Books, 1953), p. 46. The essay, “The Place of Science in a Liberal Edu
cation,” from which this passage is taken was first published in 1913.
4Ibid., p. 34. The essay Mysticism and Logic,” from which this passage
is taken was first published in 1914.
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and Russell’s Principia Mathematica of 1910-1913. This phase is
called "Logical Positivism.” The logical positivists aimed to elimi
nate metaphysics by devising symbolic calculi or artificial lan
guages in which only scientifically meaningful propositions could be
expressed. Driven from their hiding places in the imprecisions of
ordinary language, metaphysical problems would thus be shown
to be unreal “pseudo-problems.” The program’s most influential
statement was Wittgenstein’s Tractates Logico-Philosophicus of
1922.

Early in the 1930’s Wittgenstein rejected the logical positivists’
attempts (including his own) to impose a single standard of pre
cision on language. He now regarded ordinary languages such as
English or German not as pre-scientific approximations to logical
calculi, but as instruments of a suppleness and subtlety adequate
to the multifarious tasks for which humans use them. One elimi
nates metaphysics, he now thought, not by escaping from ordinary
language, but by using it correctly. The pseudo-problems of the
metaphysician result from his misuses of ordinary idiom, from his
failure to see the jobs words do. Hence the philosopher’s function
is therapeutic: he shows those troubled by metaphysical perplex
ities how their (pseudo-) problems come from using words in
illegitimate ways. It not necessary to invent artificial languages
in which metaphysical propositions cannot be expressed. They can
not be expressed grammatically even in ordinary language.
The impact of Wittgenstein’s new program of “ordinary lan
guage analysis” on the British philosophical public was gradual, but
pervasive. He lectured from 1930 to 1947 at Cambridge; while he
published almost nothing, his lectures were circulated in manu
script. By the posthumous publication in 1953 of the definitive
statement of his later philosophy, the Philosophical Investigations,
his influence had come to dominate philosophy in Great Britain.
There are signs that it may soon dominate philosophy in the
United States as well.

The style of the new philosophy has been influenced more by
G. E. Moore than by Wittgenstein, who wrote in German. Moore
a curiously “adverbial” figure: what he had to say was of less
importance than the painstaking effort at clarity and logical rigor
with which he said it. He was concerned to defend “common
sense”—the plain man’s belief that there an external world, that
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he has a body, that there are other people, etc.—against what he
conceived to be the slipshod and precipitate arguments of the
absolute idealists. But common sense is where philosophy begins,
not where it ends. Moore’s position was negative: intentionally, he
had nothing new to say. What was new was the ruthless sincerity
and indefatigability of his effort to say exactly what he meant.

In this regard, one may single out three features of Moore’s
style: his addiction to italicization, his fondness for expostulatory
phrases, and his use of the first-person-singular form of organiza
tion. In the Principia Ethica (1903), a book of two hundred and
thirty-one pages, there are eighteen pages where no italicized
word occurs. This paragraph from the "Refutation of Idealism” il
lustrates Moore’s use of italics:
Now I think I am not mistaken in asserting that
the reason why Idealists suppose that everything
which is must be an inseparable aspect of some
experience,
that they suppose some things, at
least, to be inseparable aspects of their experience.
And there is certainly nothing which they are so
firmly convinced to be an inseparable aspect of
their experience as what they call the content of
their ideas and sensations. If, therefore, this turns
out in every case, whether it be also the content
or not, to be at least not an inseparable aspect of
the experience of it, it will be readily admitted
that nothing else which we experience ever is
such an inseparable aspect. But if we never
experience anything but what is not an insepara
ble aspect of that experience, how can we infer
that anything whatever, let alone everything, is
an inseparable aspect of any experience? How
utterly unfounded is the assumption that “esse
is percipi” appears in the clearest light.5

The italics emphasize like blows of a hammer.
5G. E. Moore, The Refutation of Idealism,” in W. Barrett and H. D.
Aiken, Philosophy in the Twentieth Century (New York: Random House,
1962), p. 559.
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The tone of the paragraph is expostulatory: "there is certainly
nothing of which they are so firmly convinced . . . ,” "nothing else
which we experience ever . . . ,” "how can we infer that anything
whatever, let alone everything . . . "how utterly unfounded . . . "
In each case, the emphasis is stronger than a simple statement of
fact would require. Here are the first and last sentences of the
same essay:
Modern Idealism, if it asserts any general con
clusion about the universe at all, asserts that it
spiritual.6
All other suppositions—the Agnostic’s, that some
thing, at all events, does exist, as much as the
Idealist’s, that spirit does—are, if we have no
reason for believing in matter, as baseless as the
grossest superstitions.7
The effect is intense indignation. One imagines Moore shaking his
head and striking the air with his forefinger.

The object of this impassioned concern in the "Refutation of
Idealism” was, on Moore’s own insistence, nothing much:
The subject of this paper
therefore, quite
uninteresting. Even if I prove my point, I shall
have proved nothing about the Universe in gen
eral. ... I shall only try to arrive at the truth
about a matter, which
in itself quite trivial
and insignificant, and from which, so far as I
can see and certainly so far as I shall say, no
conclusions can be drawn about any of the sub
jects about which we most want to know ....
[From my argument] it will indeed follow that
all the most striking results of philosophy . . .
have, for all that has hitherto been urged in their
favour, no more foundation than the supposition
that a chimera lives in the moon. It will follow
that, unless new reasons never hitherto urged
can be found, all the most important philosophic
doctrines have as little claim to assent as the
most superstitious beliefs of the lowest savages.8
6Ibid., p. 543.
7Ibid., p. 561.
8Ibid., pp. 545-546.
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Here the reaction to Bradley and the Idealists
total. If they
rescued the Good, the True, and the Beautiful—the Things that
Matter—with a grubby unconcern for their own objectivity, Moore,
on the contrary, will practise a pure logical punctiliousness, an
impeccable argumentative rigor.

However, the plain man’s beliefs are not the conclusion of a
constructive argument, but the premiss of a destructive one. One
does not arrive at Common Sense, one starts from it. Hence Moore’s
logical conscientiousness had only a negative function. Common
Sense will stolidly persist in the plain man s consciousness whether
defended or not. Accordingly—and the conclusion is not meant
pejoratively — Moore purchased rigor at the price of relevancy, just
as he regarded the Idealists as doing the reverse. The practice of
philosophy had an effect on Moore’s intellectual conscience, but
not on his, or anyone’s, substantive beliefs. So a recent and sym
pathetic commentator can write that "among the immediately
operative factors contributing to the decay of Absolute Idealism,
special notice should be paid to the character of Moore.”9
It was character—in the intellectual sense—that Moore display
ed in his writings. He had not Russell’s limpid clarity or hilariously
malicious wit. Character is personal. Arguing was an activity Moore
personally undertook. His essays do not organize themselves, he
organizes them, he "proposes to dispute,” he "wishes to show,” he
will "prove his point” This first-person organization
 is sometimes
belligerent:
I begin, then, with my list of truisms, every one
of which (in my own opinion) I know, with cer
tainty, to be true.10

Nothing dictated Moore’s defence of Common Sense but his per
sonal intellectual affront at the Idealists’ reasons for rejecting it
Common Sense was placidly indifferent to both. Moore argued on
his own initiative. Hence the first-person manner of organiza
tion, and hence also the reiterated avowals: "I think,” ‘I mean,”
“I believe,” "in my opinion.” Assaulting an orthodoxy in the name of
9Wamock, op.
p. 12.
10G. E. Moore, “A Defence of Common Sense,” in Barrett and Aiken,
op.
p. 562.
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a position it scorned as banal, that he himself thought banal, Moore
had constantly to affirm his sincerity. It was his keenest weapon.
Yesterday’s iconoclasm becomes today’s orthodoxy. This meta
morphosis has happend to Wittgenstein and Moore. The British
philosophical community is far more intimate and monochromatic
than the American: it nourishes one fashion at a time. If the
doctrines of the new orthodoxy, ordinary language analysis, are
Wittgenstein’s, the style descends from Moore—the frequent italicization, the first-person-singular organization. Moores indignant
earnestness, however, has been replaced by a lightness of tone that
becomes on occasion even playful:

People used to say this kind of thing prior to
Russell, and it had its merits. But it also had
its defects, because it led people to ask peculiar
questions, like whether Minerva and the class of
voters could all get in through the door at the
same time.11
Having thus put myself way out on a limb, I
may expect the objection: “This
sheer sophis
try: what the sponsor said is true if every doctor
agrees that Stopsneeze helps, otherwise it is
false. 12

Suppose we never break through the “is-ought”
barrier, what then? Let us speculate. Then we
can never justify ethics and morality. Well, per
haps this would only be true for natura
lists . . . 13

These examples are chosen as extreme. Most philosophical prose,
now as in Bradley's day, is formal. Today, however, even the most
formal writing is not heightened, but logical, unemotional. Illus
trations are chosen from everyday life:
Thus suppose that I am riding across the west
ern plains and notice intermittent clouds of
11J. Jarvis, “
on Strawson’s Logic,” Mind, LXX,
277 (January,
1961), 65.
12Z. Vendler, “Each and Every, Any and All,” Mind, LXXI, no. 282 (April,
1962), 155.
18M. Zimmerman, The Is-Ought’: An Unnecessary Dualism,” Mind,
LXXI, no. 281 (January, 1962), 53.
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smoke rising from a hill to the right. ... I am
frightened of the Indians of whose presence, and
interest, the smoke is a sign.14

They are phrases like "the time at which the
letter was posted,” or "the amount of arsenic he
put in her tea,” which are convertible into in
direct questions... .15
If I buy a red hat, looking at it carefully in day
light, it will be red when I get home.16
There are occasional illustrations from physics, and from behavior
al psychology, to which a certain affinity is felt. (Mind, the lead
ing British journal, encourages it.) The philosophy of mathematics,
a legacy of Logical Positivism, is rapidly being abandoned, as
the symbolic logicians themselves move into mathematics. The use
of illustrations from history or literature is sparing to the point
of exclusion. Contemporary political conflicts are ignored, in sharp
contrast with Continental philosophy, which dominated by them.
The total absence of appeals, tacit or explicit, to any human inerest but the urge for refined logical precision gives to this writing
an air of drab severity, lightened here and there by strained
whimsy.

Behind the sense of exactness imparted by italicization and
similar devices (quotation marks, numbered propositions), behind
the resolutely "ordinary” illustrations, stands the unexpressed sup
position that the price of precision is disengagement. The world
enters into ordinary language analysis only through ordinary lan
guage. The philosopher deals with the facts at second remove:
with the language of ethics, not ethics, the language of religion,
not religion, etc. He
detached, unemotional, save about lan
guage itself; there he can be affectionate:

It is crucial to an understanding of morality that

14J. Gosling, "Mental Causes and Fear,” Mind, LXXI,
283 (July,
1962), 291-292.
15,D. Gallopp, "On Being Determined,” Mind,
no. 282 (April, 1962),
193.
16E. H. Wolgast, "Qualities and Illusions,’’ Mind, LXXI, no. 284 (October,
1962), 470.
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this truth about the uses of our language be
understood.17
Ordinary language, well used, is extremely flex
ible and precise; but the difference between its
flexibility and precision and that of scientific
language comes out in the fact that we never
use the word nuance’ in the latter.18
Yet, curiously, his treatment of ordinary language is not scientific;
he does not count the frequency of occurrence of words or com
pare the grammars of different languages, and linguistic scientists
have ignored him.

The effect of this abstractness on style is to be seen in the
first-person-singular form of organization. Wittgenstein found it
fruitful to think of languages as games. This metaphor, with its
suggestion of detachment, has become a standard idiom. The
philosopher approaches his subject-matter unsolicited. No public
necessity of science or politics or religion compels him to philos
ophize. The commitments of a spokesman would impair his ob
jectivity. His writings are organized
a display not of the in
telligibility of his topic, but of his own skill.
The philosophy of an era lives and maintains itself among shift
ing allegiances and animosities with science, religion, politics, and
its own philosophical predecessors. This historical involvement
creates doctrine, and doctrine will find a congenial style. The Log
ical Positivism to which ordinary language analysis is a reaction
was itself a reaction to the First World War. It aimed to be
scientific: it scorned politics as propaganda, religion as dishonesty,
morality as emotion. Now, in the decline of empire, the scientific
ideal has been abandoned; philosophy is a twice-attenuated ghost.
Style reflects this attenuation. Conceivably, the very gracelessness
of today’ philosophical writing may accelerate a doctrinal reac
tion. If accuracy need not be flat and laborious, if eloquence is
authentic precision, then the ordinary language analysts may come
in time to the recognition that their style implicitly traduces their
own professed love, language, and reflects the fact that they have
very little to say.
17K. Nielsen, “Some Remarks on the Independence of Morality from Re
ligion ” Mind, LXX, no. 278 (April, 1961), 186.
18P. H. Nowell-Smith, Ethics (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books,
1954), p. 97.
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